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The purpose of this dissertation is to study the 
buckling behavior of a corrugated panel of arbitrary 
cross-section subjected to in-plane shear loads. A 
typical corrugated panel is formed from a flat she~t of 
thin metal. Sample sections from three typical corrugated 




An understanding of this topic is of considerable 
importance because of the wide spread use of these types 
of panels in building construction. In particular, ~n-
terest has developed in the analysis of corrugated panels 
which are designed to act as shear diaphrams, i.e. roof, 
wall, or floor panels in a building which act in shear 
to resist wind loadings without the aid of diagonal fram-
ing members. Also, light-weight, high-strength structures 
can be made from this type of panel which could conceiv-
ably play an important role in future construction in 
space. 
Very few previous investigations have been made of 
this type panel. The few investigators who have com-
pleted analyses related to the problem of corrugated 
panels in shear have been .primarily interested in air-
craft structures, and hence, in long narrow flat plates 
to which identically spaced, equal ribs have been 
attached.[1] and [2]* This type of panel is similar. 
to a corrugated panel, although its behavior is differ-
ent. A corrugated panel is considerably the more flexi-
ble of the two types 6f panels due to the bending of the 
thin components of the corrugations which occur as a re-
sult of load perpendicular to the corrugations. 
*Numbers in square brackets refer to references listed at 
· the end of this work. 
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Timoshenko[3], presents an analysis of a corru-
gated plate in shear, but the plate is assumed to be a 
standard orthotropic plate, and the analysis is directed 
only toward determining the buckling load by means of 
the standard differential equation for an orthotropic 
plate. Hence, very little insight int6 the problem is 
provided. In addition, very little has been done to 
specialize even this limited information to make it 
applicable to an arbitrary corrugated panel. 
In order to clarify the specific problem of buckling 
of a corrugated panel in shear, a considerably more 
~horough analysis than has previously been con~ucted is 
presented in this paper. In this analysis, equations are 
derived which define the buckling load, the buckled shape 
and the post buckling behavior of an arbitrary corrugated. 
panel in shear. 
The solution is obtained by first replacing the 
corrugated panel with an equivalent special orthotropic 
flat plate for which the appropriate material properties 
are derived. These material properties depend upon the 
particular corrugated shape and must be derived for a 
specific corrugated plate. Then, assuming that this 
orthotropic ~late is acted upon by bending moments, twist-
ing moments and membrane forces, a general equation for 
the potential energy of the system is derived in terms of 
displacements. From this.equation for the potential 
energy, expressions de~cribing the buckling behavior of 
the plate are developed using techniques of calculus of 
variations and the Ritz energy method. 
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In conjunction with the theoretical study, a number 
of tests were conducted on corrugated panels of building 
construction size with various cross-sections to measure 
their buckling loads and observe their general behavior. 
The test data obtained from tests of panels of three 
different corrugation shapes is used to verify and supple-
'. ment the theoretical analysis presented herein. 
CHAPTER II 
DEFINING THE MODEL OF THE CORRUGATED PLATE 
The first and most crucial step in this analysis of 
corrugated plates in shear is to choose a model which most 
~losely represents the corrugated plate. Once the model 
is selected and carefully defined, the appropriate mathe-
matical tools can be applied to obtain a solution. 
The model chosen is an orthotropic plate which has 
material cohstants equaling the average material constants 
.of the corrugated panel. The orthotropic model seems to 
·be a good choice for this analysis since the interest here 
is in over-all plate buckling, and not local buckling or 
stresses. This choice is substantiated by the buckled 
patterns _created in the pahels tested during the experi- · 
mental portion of this investigation. In these tests, the 
buckles occur diagonally across the plate, and appear to 
be independent of local shapes of the corruga~ion. (See 
Figure 58). 
To determine the material constants and correspond-
ing load deflection relations of the orthotropic model, 
an element from the corrugated panel is analyzed. A 
square element is chosen with sides equal in length to 
the distance between repeating cross-sections of the corru-
gation.· This element is illustrated in Figure 2. 
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L- q x q element 
The components of the element contribute in varying 
ways to its load-deflection relations, and therefore the 
total load-deflection relations are viewed as indicators 
of the average material constants for the panel. It is 
then these average values that in this report are assumed 
to apply to an infinitesimal element from an orthotropic 
plate. 
Before load-deflection relations can be derived, it 
is necessary to estimate the nature of· the internal loads 
acting on the element and to decide which loads are perti-
nent to the analysis. The loads to be considered are in-
dicated in the following sketch which shows only the loads 









The membrane forces N x' N and N are given in units y xy 
of pounds per inch and the moments M x' M and M are given y xy 
in units of inch pounds per inch. 
It should be noted that transverse shear has been 
omitted from the forces considered to be acting on the ele-
ment. It is easily visualized that on the faces parallel to 
the corrugations, the contribution of transverse shear to 
deflection compared to the deflection due to bending can be 
neglected as is commonly done in the theory of· thin plates. 
However, on the planes perpendicular to the corrugation, 
where the cross section can be relatively deep, it would 
seem possible that transverse shear might play a major role 
in deflection. Pursuing this further, it is observed that 
if the span-depth ratio of a beam is of the order of magni-
tude of fifteen or more, the transverse shear deflection 
is negligible when compared to bending deflection.[4] The 
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panels tested as a p~rt of this investigation are considered 
to be .typical corrugated panels, and their span-depth ratios 
vary from approximately twenty-five to one hundred and 
seventy-five, thus making it reasonable to assume that the 
effects of transverse shear are also negligible on the 
faces perpendicular to the corrugations. 
When the loads acting on the qxq element have been de-
fined the equations relating these loads to the deflections 
and the corresponding material constants can be derived. In 
doing so however, it is necessary to define the coordinate 
system which is used throughout the analysis. The x and y 
coordinates are placed in the plane of the plate in the 
following manner. 
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The geometry of the corrugated plate is defined by 
the following symbols. 
a. = plate dimension in the x direction 
b = plate dimension in the y direction 
h = corrugated plate thickness (base metal) 
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s = actual rolled out material length contained 
in the plate portion for which q is the pro-
jected length (i.e. actual material length 
of the repeating cross-section) 
I = moment of inertia of one repeating cross-
section about its neutral axis 
Now, using the preceeding symbols and coordinate 
system the relation between load ·in the y direction and 
deflection in the y direction is considered. The force 
Nyq is assumed to act on the q x q element as shown. 
Then by definition 
. tN/h 
r--'b --1---i 





E~ - Eh5 (1) 
Next, the load-deflection relation for loads and 
defl~ctions in the x direction is derived. The following 
element is considered: 
r ,._.._ -~--~1 
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Again, strain is 
Then in this case, it is obvious that ~~ is not the 
strain that is normally visu~lized, since it does not 
represent the strain at any particular point in the panel. 
Instead, it merely represents the average deflection per 
unit length across the element. Therefore, this relation 
gives an indication of the behavior of the plate as a 
whole, but certainly has no meaning applied to an arbitrary 
area or point in the panel. 
Now, since v = N /h, the average material constant x x 
E is equal to the slope of the N /h versus 6q /q curve. x x . x 
The resulting equation becomes 
(2) 
It is illustrated later in this report that the 
actual value of E is not needed for this analysis; how-x 
ever, if for some reason the magnitude of E is desired, x 
it can be obtained by test or by using Castiglianors 
Theorem. General equations which can be used to compute 
E for m6st corrugated shapes are given in Appendix A. x 
It is interesting to note that E will be much smaller than x 
the actual Young•s modulus of elasticity associated with 
the particular ~aterial. 
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After equations (1) and (2) are derived for uni-
axial.loading in each case, it is necessary to write expres-
sions for biaxial loading. Utilizing equations (1) and (2), 




11 x = lateral deflection in the y direction due to an axial deflection in the xidirection 
1/ = lateral deflection in the x direction due 
Y to an axial deflection in the y direction 
As with E , the actua1 values of 1) and 1J. are not x . x y 
needed in this analysis.. When needed, they are best 
obtained by conducting appropriate experiments with an 
actual section of the panel in question. Appr~ximations 
for V. and 1/ have been obtained theoretically and are x y 
presented in Appendix A. 
The final relations needed must give N and N as x y 
functions of E:" and E:. • Therefore, solving equations x y 






In order to complete the load-deflection analysis 
of the membrane forces, shearing stresses and shearing 
strains are examined. The assumption that body forces are 
zero leads to the basic equality that 
Nxy = N yx 
The load-displacement relation is 
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The constant G can best be determined by an experi-xy 
mental analysis, although it can also be determined ana~ 
lytically. ~ust as with several of the other constants, the 
value of G is not important in this analysis, but a xy 
theoretical approximation for G is given.in Appendix A. xy 
This completes the load-displacement relations for 
the membrane forces, and leads to consideration of similar 
relations for bending and tw~sting moments • 
. Just as was done with the membrane forces N and N , x y 
each of the bending moments are analyzed separately before 
considering situations in which both act simultaneously. 
If the moments are treated separately the following rela·-





· · Figure· 9 · 
The constants H and H are an important part of y x 
the final results presented in this report, and are there-
fore examined in more detail at this time. It is observed,. 
that when Myalone is applied, the plate behaves as a beam 
with a constant cross~section. Consequently, using basic 
strength of materials techniques, the following result is 
obtained: [ 4] 
(10) 
Now by equating 8y from equations (8) and (10) Hy 




To compute H it is assumed that all angles formed x 
at the junctions of the various components of the corru-
gation remain constant under load. Then, using Castigli-
ano's Theorem, and noting the total moment (M) is given 
by 
the total angle ( e q) is found to be x 
16 
ds MS £:.I (12). 
where 
Simplifying equation (12) by substituting in the 
above equations for M and I, the expression for 8 x becomes 
e:( "2 .. M~ S (13.) 
°i> ~,'3 E 
Now from equations (9) and (13) H is derived as x 
H" 
Eh~,0" (14) \L.S 
At this point it is necessary to determine whether 
any significant effect is made on 8 by M or on 9 by y x x 
M • It is first noted that the actual values of H and H y x y 
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which were computed for the panels used in the experimen-
tal portion of this investigation, show the difference in 
magnitude of H - and H to be of the order y x 
HYl-h \04 
The assumption is made that e. and 8 are of the same x. y 
order of magnitude, and observation of the panels which 
were tested shows this assumption to be reasonable. There-
fore, comparing equations (8) and (9) and using the ·fact 
that H >> H y' it is concluded that M >
> M . 
x. y x 
With the preceeding information in mind, Mx is now 
applied to the q x q element. 
Figure 10 
It is reasonable to assume that the Poisson effect will 
I 
cause some type of curvature 8'( °u in addition to 8x. 'b. 
It is also clear that M will have a different effect on x 
the 8 of each leg of the corrugation which will in some y 
. 18 
way depend on the shape and location of the leg. The over-
all effect on ey will be a complicated function of the 
geom~try of the corrugated shape. Fortunately, this does 
not appear to be a problem since M has been shown to be y 
much gre a·ter than M x' and the ref ore the relatively small 
moment M should have little effect on 8 compared to x y 
the contribution from My. Consequently, equation (8) is 
assumed to be applicable when M and M are applied simul-x y . 
taneously. 
The ef feet of M on 8 can be observed by looking y x 
again at a section of an arbitrary corrugated panel with 




From an end view of the cross-section, the following 




It is noted that the Poisson effect caused the upper 
surface to lengthen and lower surface to shorten with a net 
change in geometry but no change in 9x. It is then 
assumed that equation (9) which shows M to have no effect y 
on e is correct in the form presented. x 
This completes the analysis of bending moments and 
leads to the final step in the analysis of load deflection 
relations, that of relating twisting moments to the angles 
of twist. Again the relations are first defined by exam-




It is now possible to demonstrate that H must equal xy 
H M is first applied to a square element. M is yx xy. yx 
added to the same element, and the total external work is 
computed as shown. 
.·Figure 13 
In the preceeding figure is caused by the application 
of M and 9 2 is caused by the application of M The xy yx yx. 
resulting external work CW 1 ) is 
In a similar manner, the moments are applied in re-
verse order and the work (W2 ) is given as 
Using t.he equality 
'vJ, = .w7-
gives 
and by inserting the relations listed in (~5a) and (15b) 
it is shown that 
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Then, realizing that with both twisting moments 
applied 
and·substituting (15a) and (15b) into (16), the final equa-
tion is obtained as follows, 
. ·' 
:( 1.7 ), 
The constant H can be determined theoretically or xy 
experimentally. If the q x q element is treated as a 
s~aft of non-circular cross section it follows that [4] 
(18) 
This completes the derivation of load-deflection 
relations. The resulting set of equations are summarized 
be low. 
(19) 
M'I-. = Hy,, 9"' 
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It is realized that as the load is increased and the 
buckled pattern forms, the shape of the corrugation begins 
to dis~ort. Therefore, the terms E , G , H , H and Hxy' x xy x y 
which depend on the geometry of the corrugated cross-
section, will change. From observation of the tests, it 
does not appear that this effect is significant until very 
large lateral deflections are reached. As is explained in 
detail in the section pertaining to laige deflections, .the 
large deflection analysis in this investigation was per-
formed to obtain an indication of the load versus lateral 
deflection pattern in the immediate area of the bifurca-
tion point, and the theory developed herein is not intended 
to pertain to deflections which are large enough to cause 
significant distortion of the cross-section. Consequently, 
the average material constants are· assumed, as the name 
implies, to remain constant with variations in load and 
the corresponding deflections. Throughout the remainder 
of this analysis, the corrugated plate will be replaced 
by the orthotropic model. Then the response of the infini-
tesimal element, which becomes the basis of the ana·lysis 
later in this investigation, is controlled by the load-
displacement relations given in (19). Having defined the 
plate which is to be analyzed, a discussion of the mathe-
matical techniques which are to be used in obtaining the 
final solutions defining the buckling of an arbitrary cor-
rugated panel will follow. 
CHAPTER III 
INTRODUCING THE STABILITY CRITERIA BY 
MEANS OF CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS 
In this investigation, the desired insight into the 
problem of buckling of a corrugated plate in shear is ob-
tained by applying some of the techniques of calculus of 
variations to the orthotropic model of the corrugated 
plate. Therefore, it is necessary to outline the applic-
able calculus of variations, and to briefly illustrate 
how this method leads to a solution of the problem. 
Before deriving the criteria which specify the 
equilibrium of a conservative system and define the sta-
bility of the system, the terms virtual work, virtual 
displacement and potential energy must be defined. It 
is noted, that any system whether in equilibrium or not, 
can be imagined to be held in a fixed position by adding 
the necessary additional forces to that system; it is also 
noted that this system can be moved from one configuration 
to another. With the imaginary displacement and correspod-
ing set of forces in mind, the displacement is defined as 
a virtual displacement, the necessary forces are virtual 
forces, and the work done by the_virtual forces during 
the virtual displacement is termed virtual work. Virtual 
displacement is imagined to take place at an infinitesimal 
speedJ so that the particles of the system remain in 
23 
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equilibrium under the action of the real and imaginary 
forces. It is observed that the virtual work will be the 
negative of the work of the real system. 
As a system is moved from configuration x1 to another 
configuration X the virtual work is expressed as V(X 1 ,X); 
and V(X 1 ,X) is in turn called the potential energy of the 
system in the X configuration. Later, it will be shown 
that the only interest this analysis has in the-potenti~l 
energy is the changes that occur in it as the correspond-
ing system moves from one configuration to another. Since 
changes in the potential energy from the potential energy 
in configuration X are independent of the reference point 
x1 , the potential energy is expressed merely as V(X). It 
is also convenient to separate the potential energy into 
two components such that 
V =SL+-U 
in which .. CL. is the potential energy of the appl~ed loads 
and U is the internal strain energy of the system. 
With this background, the role that calculus of vari-
ations plays in the solution of a stability problem is 
most easily understood by considering a conservative system 
with one. degree of freedom. For this system, the potential 
energy is defined as V = V(y) where y is the coordinate 
that defines the configuration of the system. If V(y) and 
-its derivatives are continuous in the interval y 1 < t < y2 , 
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and the points. c and c+ E. are included in this interval, 
then the potential energy of the system in the conf igura-
tion (c+ E:.) can be represented as a function of the poten-
tial energy of that system and its derivatives in the con-
figuration c by Taylor's expansion theorem as follows: 
Vcc+E.} V ( c) I E. '2 II (c) - + EV (c) + -v l 
E. ffi-\ t(\-\ E. I'!\ \7 M ( J) +·- - - t ~\\J (c)-\-- mt l'1\-\ • • 
in which d is some point which lies between 
c and ( c+ E. ) 
The quantity ~ can be viewed as a virtua 1 displace-
ment of the system from point c. It is obvious that the 
change in the potential energy of the system during the 
virtual displacement is 
E t1\-\ 'M-\ 




Now from the well-known condition which states that 
potential energy must be a minimum it is necessary that 
== 0 
for equilibrium ·to exist. ·This shows the criteria for the 
existence of an equilibrium configuration at c to be 
V'(c) = 0. 
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Then, under the condition that V'(c) = Q, the condi-
tion which specifies the stability of equilibrium· can also 
be obtained. To do this, it must be realized that if ~ 
is sufficiently small, equation (21) is a converging 
series, and the first non-zero term will determine the 
sign of 6.V. The importance of the sign of 6.V is made 
clear by recalling that only conservative systems are be-
ing considered, and noting thetefore that a negative 
change in the potential energy of a system during a virtual 
displacement indicates an increase in ·the kinetic energy 
of the system. This implies a tendency for the system to 
diverge from its position, and thereby shows that a nega-
tive ~V from an equilibrium configuration indicates an 
unstable equilibrium configuration. Similarly, a tendency 
to return to an equilibrium positive, i.e. stable equilib-
rium, is shmm by a positive 6V. 
Therefore, the stability of a single-degree-of-
freedom system in a particular equilibrium conf iguLation 
can be determined by imagining an arbitrary infinitesimal 
virtual displacement from that configuration, and by then 
examining the subsequent sign of the first non-zero term 
in equation (21). Later in this report, when considering 
the orthotropic plate in shear with infinite degrees of 
27 
freedom, an expression analagous to V''(c) for the single-
degree-of-freedom system is developed which is a function 
of the external load (Py). This expression can be posi-
tive, negative, or zero for different values of Py. If 
it is postulated that for the single-degree-of-freedom 
system V'T is a function of Py, and can be positive, nega-
tive, or zero depending on the magnitude of Py, then it 
is apparent that an equilibrium configuration is stable 
if Py is of such a nature that V'T is positive, unstable 
if Py is such that V'' is negative and neutral if Py is 
such that V'' = O. To physically interpret a neutral 
equilibrium configuration, it is pointed out that after 
an infinitesimal displacement from this configuration, 
the system will remain in the new configuration, {.e. it 
will neither attempt to return to the old configuration 
nor diverge to a new one. To determine then, the exter-
nal load at which the transition from stable to unstable 
equilibrium occurs, i.e. neutral equilibrium, the condi-
tion V''(c) = 0 must be examined. 
Basically, the same procedures are followed in cases 
with more than one degree of freedom, although the mechanics 
of the solution become more complex. In cases with more 
than one degree of freedom, the standard notation for 
equation (21) becomes; 
(22) 
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in which ~v is defined as the first variation 
of v, 
b'v is defined as the second variation 
of v. 
etc. 
Using the notation of equation (22), it is then 
stated that the necessary condition for equilibrium is 
that £v = 0 for any infinitesimal virtual displacement 
consistent with the constraints. Similarly, the condi-
tion that ££V = 0 specifies neutral equilibrium~and it is 
from this condition that the critical buckling load, i.e. 
load just before buckling, can be obtained. 
This completes the summary of the basic mathematical 
tool to be used in this analysis, and it is now necessary 
to develop the equation for the potential energy of the 
corrugated plate. 
CHAPTER IV 
DEVELOPING THE EQUATION FOR POTENTIAL ENERGY 
The method chosen to solve the buckling problem of 
corrugated plates in shear involves applying virtual dis-
placements to the plate; and examining the resulting 
change in the potential energy. It is thus necessary to 
derive a general expression for the equation of potential 
energy. 
At this point, the corrugated plate has been re-
placed by an orthotropic plate. An infinitesimal element 
of the plate is shown in the following figure, and the 
internal forces acting. on the element are indicated on 
the positive faces. With the figure as a guide, the dif-
ferential change in strain energy due to a virtual dis-
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Now, substituting the load-deflection relations given 
in (20) into equation (23), 
JU 1- [k 1 E,E.~ * (Y'< \(,L ~ 1{ \ts) Cc'{ 
SE. ?.. I 'l 8'1 "'k, ~~, .+ riGx"<'t'f-'< -t \-\>\ "' 
(24) 
+ \.\'{ f)'i 1. -t H~ '< 9~] d. '< d x 
Eventually it will be necessary to determine the 
effects of specific displacements on the p6tential energy; 
therefore, the potential energy must be obtained in terms 
of displacements. If u, v and w represent the displace-
ments in the x, y and z directions respectively, the strain 
displacement relations to be used are, [5] and [6] 
E::. :< u}'._ + 2 w; 
\ 1. 
('( v'< +- '2. \,J'\ 
'i 'f.'{. u.'t' + vi-. -\- 'vJ-J.. VJ'\ 
ei". \;)'A "j.. (25) 
8'( == ~"'1'{ '( 
et<."< == '.Al'/-.'{ 
in which each subscript on a displacement in-
. dicates a partial derivative of the displace-
ment with respect to the subscript. 
It is pointed out that quite often the terms in-
valving derivatives of w are omitted from ( , ( and x y 
''( when considering a small deflection theory. These xy . 
terms are included in this analysis to account for the 
fact that w 2 , w 2 and w w are not small in this case x y x y 
compared to u , v , u and v even though w is small, x y y x 
and are not intended to indicate the consideration of 
large deflections, i.e. large w. [3] 
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Substituting the strain displacement relations given 
in (25) into equation (24), and integrating the resulting. 
equation over the plate, the final expression for the 




--The potential energy, which is given by equation (20), 
contains the _ _potentia.l of_ the .applied loads as well as 
the internal strain energy. Therefore, to complete the 
-derivation of the total potential energy, the potential 
energy of the applied loads must be computed. In the 
experimental portion of this investigation, the plate was 
loaded as indicated in the following sketch. 
'( ....._~a. \Deflected 








Figure 15 J_i I ~Corner A 
, i (~)P J~ (~)? ~ >\ 
In a general analysis, where movement is also allowed 
at corner A of Figure 15, the external potential energy of 
the applied load is found to be 
(27) 
in which 
However, when equation (27) is reduced to match the particu-
lar loading corresponding to the tests included as a part of 
33 
this an~lysis,· i.e. setting vx = 0, the external potential 
energy reduces to 
(27a) 
The term V , shown in equation (27), will be included in x . 
the general expression and set equal to zero later in the 
derivation. 
Combining equations (26) and. (27) the equation for 
the total potential energy of the system corresponding to 
a virtual displacement from a zero stress configuration 
' 
to an arbitrary state of stress becomes 
(28) 
Having developed the general equation for potent{al 
energy, the next step becomes one of applying virtual dis-
placements to various plate configurations, and then care-
fully examining the first and second variations of the 
potential energy to determine buckling loads, buckled pat-
terns and load deflection curves. 
This analysis is based on the assumption that the 
corrugated plate is loaded in pure shear. In reality, a 
corrugated plate fastened rigidly to frame members on all 
four sides, and loaded as shown in the preceeding sketch, 
is not in pure shear, but the actual loading condition is 
closely approximated by pure shear. Before proceeding to 
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the derivation of the small deflection theory it is neces-
sary to explain this. 
The fact that the panel is not in pure shear is 
illustrated by considering a corrugation with the follow-
ing cross-section: 
Fastener to Frame 
t 




Then a plan view of the above corrugation in a de-
fleeted form is examined. The solid lines indicate the 
general shape which the corrugation must maintain due to 
the restraint of the frame, and the dotted lines show the 




Deflected ~ 1 Shape . 





It is obvious from the figure that when the above 
corrugation is in pure shear, shear jumps will occur at 
the vertical components. It is also noted that regardless 
of the shape of the corrugations between fasteners, a cor-
rugated panel which is imagined to be in pure shear will 
deflect farther than is actually permitted by the attach-
ment to a rigid frame. 
Since fastening the panel to a rigid frame prevents 
the panel from deflecting to the configuration it would 
assume under pure shear, it is then obvious that the panel 
is not in pure shear. This implies that normal forces are 
imposed upon the panel in order to force it to maintain the 
shape of the frame. 
A rough estimate of the order of magnitude of the 
eff~~c:t on buckling strength caused by restraining the 
shear jumps is obtained by assuming that the plate is un-
restrained, and then adding the necessary forces at the 
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fastener locations which are needed to push the panel into 
.the ·configuration consistent with the frame. 
First, it is noted that the unrestrained panel de-
fleets the amount 6 as indicated in the preceeding figure. 
The deflection 6. is 
(29) 
In equation (29) s' is the actual material length between 
fasteners, and q' is the projected distance as given in 
Figure 16. 
Next it is assumed that equal forces (F/2) are applied 
at the fasteners A and B in order to push the corrugation 
back into a position which matches the frame. It is also 
assumed that the forces (F/2) are immediately distributed 
as shear down the length of the corrugation. 
Now ¥' , the necessary strain to force the panel xy 
back into its actual shape, is 
which gives 
F hbGr,<'6~"' (s'- ~') S' (30) 
The change in strain energy between the two fasteners 
is, therefore, given by 
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-'- F 6 ?... (31). 
.To obtain the total change in strain energy for one 
repeating cross-section, equation (31) must be· computed 
for each section of the panel between two fasteners in the 
repeating cross-se~tion. Then the total energy for the re-
peating cross-section (W') becomes 
w'== hL G V 7_ ~ ( 5~0 - a. 'P \L . D '/-..'{ b1''\ .... h I 
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). 
in which i denotes each section separated by 
a fastener across one repeating cross-
section 
(32) 
If the strain energy is assumed to be distributed 
uniformly over the panel, the aqditional differential 
strain energy becomes 
' o.u == (33) 
Admittedly, this is a crude approximation, but as 
noted before, it gives an idea of the order of magnitude 
of the change in strain energy due to the restraint placed 
on the shear jumps. 
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It is noted that if equation (33) is added to the 
equation for internal strain energy it merely means chang-
ing the coefficient of hG ~2 in equation (24) from 1 . xy xy 
to fl + _\_ I_ (s'.- (~ \?.]. This. change in the coef f ic-
~ . 'l °o • S.,: -
ient of hG "0 2 /. was computed for the Butlerib, which was xy xy . 
one of the primary panels tested in shear as part of this 
investigation, and the coefficient was found to change 
approximately one percent. Therefore, it is concluded that 
the effect of restrained shear jumps is negligible, and the 
arbitrary corrugated panel is assumed to be in pure shear. 
Consequently, equation (28) remains as the final ~quation 
for the potential energy. It is now possible to proceed 
to the derivation of the small deflection theory. 
CHAPTER V 
SMALL DEFLECTION THEORY 
The work thus far in this paper has been concerned 
with the preparation of a foundation upon which to develop 
a solution to the problem of the buckling of a corrugated 
panel in shear. Having accomplished this, the analysis 
moves on to the obtaining of a solution. The first solu-
tion examined in this paper is essentially a small de-
flection analysis. It is designed to yield the buckling 
load as well as insight into the corresponding buckled 
pattern of an arbitrary corrugated panel. 
To begin, recall that if a virtual di$placement is 
taken from an equilibrium configuration, then the second 
variation ( ~ 2V) defines the sta?ility of the equilibrium 
configuration. It is also known at this point that the 
straight-loaded form of the corrugated plate is an equilib-
rium configuration. Therefore, to obtain the desired solu-
tion, a virtual displacement will be taken from the straight-
loaded configuration, and an expression for the second vari-
ation will be obtained as a function of the external load 
P •. Consequently, the critical buckling load, i.e. the 
largest possible value of P before the system becomes un-
stable, can be obtained from the expression t:; 2v = O. Pro-
ceeding in the manner just described, the displacemerits in 
the straight-loaded form are found to be 
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v 0 (34a) 
which are directly followed by 
(34b) 
If the plate is then given a virtual displacement 
from the loaded form such that the displacement components 
become 
(35) 
then (28), (34) and (35) lead to the following expression 
for the change in potential energy 
6V =- (v t 6VJ - V 
+ k ( -t.4,S~)( ..., I ...-2 'l)' I r11a1.\ 
I v'{ £ ~ +- Cf~ E.~;\ -t '2_ C.. ~;/. (E:. "'l'{ -4- ~ c_ '::,'< ) (36) 
+ hGx'< tu'< -r E:-s'< .i..€..1h. + f-1..~r-.~'<J'-
(continued on next page) 
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(continued from previous page) 
'2. 1 \ '· L. 'r'L. + 1-h.-~ 'Cl(."' ~\-'(E.. ~'<'< -\-\\i..'\ ':::>1-..'{ 
(36) 
When equation (36) is expanded, and the terms contain-
ing £ raised to the same powers are grouped together, the 
form of 6V is found to be similar to the form of equation 
(21). In this manner 6V becomes 
1:::, v - E. \: ~: l h e:,j..'{ '<.,'( u'( .,,. h c, "'" "'1.i V-. "< 
- ?"( 'tl~ - ?-y ~ '( ~ cl'< ! "' 
+ ~2 rct k,E. 'S~ + ~,~~ 11.-{ 
+ k.(11-< c..,_ + s-v~ £ ) ~~ 11.'< 
* These expressions are not given since they are not 
pertinent to the analysis. 
(37) 
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From equation (37), ~Vi's identified as 
(38) 
Since the condition for equilibrium requires that 
b V = 0, and it is known that the straight form in· an 
equilibrium configuration, equation (38) must equal zero. 
Both integrals are equal to zero for arbitrary ~ and ~ 
only if 
(39) 
Recalling tha T in the straight conf igur at ion "t xy is de-
fined such that 
::::. u '( 
it is seen that equation (39) is automatically satisfied. 
Thus the first variation is indeed equal to zero when the 
plate is in a straight configuration. 
Now the stability of the plate in the straight form 
must be determined, and to do this the second variation 
of the potential energy must be examined. From equation 
(39) ~ 2v is found to be 
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,,. ~ l-v-i E~ +- s1:t £_) ~ ,Jt'{ + '-G"'< u'< ~k "<:" 
-t t "1G~--<15~ -\- h G"''< ~,/I(~ ~ t- \\Gt---< 11~ (40) 
It will be shown that the contribution from ~ and ~ 
to ~ 2v is always equal to or greater than zero, and there-
fore ~ and ?t can be. set equal to zero. First, suppose 
that the contribution to ~ 2v from ~ and 7l for all pos-
si ble choices of ~ and 'ft is equal to or greater than 
zero, and that this part of £ 2v is called t. Then, when 
the system is unstable, the contribution to ('/v from r 
must be negative and is designated by ~' in which ~ is a 
negative number. It is also noted that when the system 
is in an unstable equilibrium configuration the inequality 
must be satisfied. It will be shown later, that for any 
virtual displacement, the magnitude of 1~ r decreases as 
the applied load decreases, and hence the virtual displace-
ment which will allow the smallest possible load to buckle 
the panel must be of such a nature that t equals zero. 
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The obvious choice which makes t equal zero is --CS = 11. = 0, 
and thus it is shown that if the contribution to ~ 2v from 
"$ and It is always equal to or greater than zero, then s 
and r~ can be set equal to zero. 
To demonstrate that indeed the contribution of 15 and 
'l to ~ 2v is always equal to or greater than zero, the 
terms containing ~ and 'l(. are examined. The following ex-
pression represents the total contribution of "$ _and rl to 
b 2v. 
(41) 
The last term in (41) is obviou~ly equal to or greater 
than zero for all choices of ~ and ~, and to show that 
the sum of the first three terms is equal to or greater 
than zero it is first observed that the expressiqn 
(~ \"-; ~ ~ '" ~k:{~ 1t~) 
K, f~\ E, 
(42) 
k,t.'( ~ (,_ + k.S £. 'ft~ ;- ~/fl~ '2. '2.. av 
is always equal to or greater than zero. From equation (42) 
it ·is apparent that the first three terms of expression (41) 
will be equal to or greater than zero if 
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> 
which reduces to 
(43) 
To examine this inequality, the estimated values of 
vy and v derived in Appendix A are x 
v'1 == -v 
Vt, == ~ -V E 
These substitutions further reduce equation (43) to 
't.~ > 
/E'- - (44) 
Since in general E/E is of the order of magnitude x 
4 ~ v-z. '2. of 10 and - 4 s ( \ + -\-) is most of ten less than 
one, it is certainly safe to assume that equation (44) is 
satisfied, and therefore that the first three terms of 
equation (41) are positive. 
Thus the assertion that the contribution to S 2v from 
. 75 and 'fl.. is always positive is verified, and it is possible 
to eliminate the variables ~ and 11_. The problem of deter-
mining at what point ~ 2v becomes negative is now reduced to 
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the consideration of the single variable ~. 
form of ~ 2v becomes 
The_ modified 
(°'(or. 
b'V = E. \, ~ 0 ll.. h c, "'" U'< -S:t-1'< " \\ '1-1 it 
-\- \\'< ~'\\ + \-\ ,.,_ '< 1~ ~ cl') c~):. (45) 
Noting that the relation ?'<.::::: ~(,"'~"('/."<= 'l\C,1-'\U'{ 
remains constant during lateral displacement and setting 
~ 2v = O, the equation which defines the critical buckling 
load is now defined as 
<"" \'or 7. l. jo Jo l1.?'{~1-.\"{ ~ \.\i~j..}. li-~\'\ ~'<'\ 
-\- \.\ ~ '( '!~ 1 cl'\ (~ '}(_ :;::. 0 (46) 
An approximate solution of equation (46) is then ob-
tained by applying the Ritz method. Before an explanation 
of this method can be discussed, it must be noted that the 
exact solution for the buckling load (P ) results in a er 
value of Py bcilow which the system has no deflected equi-
librium configurations. This critical buckling load corre-
sponds to the particular buckling pattern which results in 
_the minimum strain energy of the panel. It is, then, evi-
dent that if the system is forced to buckle into some 
other pattern, but is still required to satisfy the forced 
boundary conditions, the strain energy and corresponding 
buckling load will be higher than Per· The Ritz method 
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involves assuming a buckled pattern which satisfies the 
.forced boundary conditions, and then calculating the cor-
responding buckling load. Therefore, the buckling load 
. -, 
computed by the Ritz method will always be higher than the 
exact solution for the buckling load, but if the buckled 
shape is closely approximated, then the corresponding buck-
ling load will be closely approximated. 
In this investigation the panels are assumed to be 
simply supported, and the desired solutions are obtained 
using each of the two choices given below to approximate 
the buckled configuration 
oc 0(:) 
L 2=. f\,~~ 
M~l t\l-:::..\ 
and 
The double Fourier sine series representation of ~ 
is selected since it is obvious that if enough terms are 
used, ~ can be closely approximated, and therefore a very 
accurate prediction of the buckling load can be obt~ined. 
is chosen since the 
buckled pattern of actual corrugated plates in shear appear 
to follow this form as can be observed from Figure 58. 
This approximation of ~ , although not as accurate as the 
infinite series approximation, is the more desirable of 
the two approximation_s because the use of it allows the 
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geometry of the buckled pattern to be more easily studied, 
and the single term is considerably more manageable than 
an infinite series, particularly in the derivation of a 
large deflection theory. Therefore, later in this paper 
the Fourier sine series approximation of ~ is used to 
verify the accuracy obtained by the single term approxi-
mation, and thereafter only the single term approximation 
is considered. 
a) Obtaining the Criticial Buckling Load by 
Approximating the Lateral Deflections With 
an Infinite Series. 
The condition which specifies the critical buckling 
load is given in equation (46), and as it has been pre-
tlously discussed, the Ritz method is used to obtain an 
approximate solution to this equation. The orthotropic 
plate is assumed to be simply supported, and therefore, 
the boundary conditions of this plate are satisfied by 




To check the boundary conditions it is first noted 
that the boundary conditions requiring lateral deflections 
.C ~ ) to be equal to zero along a 11 edges (x = 0 and z; y = 
0 and b) are satisfied. Similarly, if it is recalled that 
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bending moments are functions of ~ and ~ with xx yy 
it becomes obvious that the requirements for zero bending 
moments along the edges are also satisfied. When the Ritz 
method is applied, it is only necessary to satisfy the 
forced boundary conditions, i.e. ~ = 0 along the edges, 
but to satisfy the natural boundary conditions, i.e. -S = xx 
~YY = 0 along the edges, is desirable since it causes the 
series representing the deflections to converge more rapidly 
toward the exact deflections. This rapid convergence is 
important, because the primary difficulty in this solution 
is in choosing enough terms from equation (47) to closely 
approximate the actual shape witho~t having so many that 
the resulting equations are so lengthy that they become 
unwieldy. Later in the report, th~ accuracy of the approxi-
mation for lateral deflection is examined by noting the 
convergence of curves which show critical buckling load 
. plotted versus the number of terms chosen from equation 
(47) to represent -; . 
To begin the solution, the appropriate derivatives 
of ~ are substituted into equation (46) giving 
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(48) 
+ 1-\{~1 ~ {\"°' \-.\ "': f S II\ 1-li~i. SI\'\ N~'{J?. 
. -'2 
+ \.\~'([~, ~W.'\. M~N.t C.DS \l\~'k COS\-\~'/] } J,)~ 
-:-- 0 
Then performing the indicated integrations leads to the 
following equation for P : y 
?'i' = -
The letters M, N, P and Q represent integers such that 
(49) 
M ~ P and N ~ Q are odd numbers. This equation, it is 
noted, is quite similar to the equation for the critical 
buckling load of an ordinary flat plate in shear as de-
veloped by Timoshenko and Gere. [3] 
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It is noted that equation (49) gives the buckling 
load which would cause the panel to buckle into the shape 
which is defined by the coefficients Arnn. Since an in-
finite number of choices of Arnn are possible, a correspond-
ing infinite number of buckling loads (Py) can be computed. 
However, if it is realized that the panel will buckle as 
soon as the applied load is increased to the minimum pos-
sible load which corresponds to a deflected equilibrium 
configuration as defined by equation (49), then it is 
apparent that the buckling load of interest will be the 
minimum Py given by equation (49). This minimum value of 
Py is identified by the symbol Per' and is determined by 
considering P in the form. y 
with 
-R/ ·;T 





to·equation (50) the result becomes 
(52) 
Now, substituting the expressions for R and T into equation 
(52), and performing the indicated differentiations, the 
following equation defining P is obtained:· er 
in which 
\, - \\ '\-0.. b ~\ \ "" 4- LI "-\4 I I \. 1\ '1 \.. I~] \'\.M\,\ n <i + n'{ , A-, + r\'I..'( S-"~ - ~ ?_ 'I,. (A~ D ()... \. b "1. 
Equation (53) can be expanded into a system of 
linear homogeneous equations. The nature of the system 
is observed by first recalling that M + P and N + Q are 
required to be odd numbers, and therefore M + N + P + Q 
must be an e~en number. Thus if M + N is· an even nµmber, 
then P + Q must also be an even number. Similarly if 
M + N is an odd number, then P + Q must also be an odd 
number. Consequently, each equation from (53) involves 
only A .. for which i + j is either even or odd, thereby 1J 
generating two independent sets of equations. If M + N 
~s an even number, the set of equations describes a 
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bending pattern defined as symmetric bending in this paper, 
and if M + N is an odd number the buckled pattern is re-
ferred to as antisymmetric buckling. [7] A panel with a 
symmetric buckled shape has a wave pattern which is sym-
metric about a line that passes through the center of the 
pane 1 ma king an angle e -=to..'(,-\~ with the y axis as shown 
in Figure 18· 
\ 
-}; 
~~-Direction of the Buckles and 
the Line about which Deflections 
are either Symmetric or 
Antisymmetric 
Figure 18 
Similarly an antisymmetric buckled pattern has a wave pat-
tern which is antisymmetric about this line. In the 
analysis of ordinary flat plates in shear similar sets of 
.equations are obtained, and the set of equations correspond-
ing to symmetric bending results in the minimum value of 
the buckling load with the exception of long narrow plates, 
i.e. a/b > 2 [3], in which case both symmetric and anti-
symmetric bending must be checked. 
The primary purpose of this solution is to serve as 
a check on the accuracy of the single term approximation 
for ~ , conseq~ently the solution need be pursued only so 
far as to allow this check to be made. Because of this, 
and based upon the fact that all of the panels tested in 
shear as a part of this investigation failed with sym-
metrit buckling patterns, only symmetric buckling is con-
sidered in this analysis. 
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To determine the buckling load for symmetric buckling, 
the set of homogeneous equations for which M + N and P + Q 
are even numbers is examined. It is known that if a set 
of homogeneous equations is to have a non-trivial solution, 
then the determinant of its coefficients must equal zero. 
Now, imagine k different coefficients (A .. ) used in the 
1J 
expansion of expression (53) into a set of k homogeneous 
equations. Then, setting the determinant of the coeffi-
th· cients of the A .. 's equal to zero results in a k order 1J 
polynomial in (l/Pcr). The inverse of the maximu~ root of 
this polynomial corresponds to the ~inimum value of Per' 
i.e. the critical buckling load for the panel. 
In preliminary studies the determinant given in 
Table 1 with k = 25 was examined. This determinant results 
from considering all of the terms applicable to symmetric 
buckling when M and N are allowed to vary from one to 
seven. The computer program listed in part (a) of Appendix 
B is used to expand and solve any determinant considered. 
From the preliminary work it became obvious that larger 
values of M than seven were going to be required to obtain 
proper convergence of P . Since the dimensioris of the er 
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program would not permit much more expansion, and the time 
involved in computing a larger determinant becomes exces-
sive, the set of equations with M and N varying from ore 
to s~ven was examined to determine which terms were the 
major contributors to P er It was found that the use of 
a k = 7 determinant which is composed of only the terms 
corresponding to M equals one through seven and N equals 
one and two resulted in values of P within two percent er 
of the values obtained using the total determinant with 
k = 25. 
On the basis of the preceeding information, the 
final representation of the double summation in equation 
(53) is specified to include all terms applicable to sym-
metric buckling with M varying from one to eighteen and N 
taking the values one and two. The determinant of the co-
efficients of the A •. rs corresponding to this set of equa-1J . 
tions is given in Table 2. When this solution is applied 
it would certainly be expected that the choice for M be 
at least· as large as the number of buckles in the panel 
being analyzed. Consequently, the convergence of P ver-cr 
sus the number of terms chosen to approximate the infinite 
series should always be checked as explained later in the 
report in order to guarantee that enough terms have been 
chosen to closely approximate the infinite series. Notice 
that the determinant is symmetric and that all terms except 
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those on the dlagonal are constant for any panel. The di-
agonal terms are equal to k which is recailed to be as mn 
follows: 
Therefore, the diagonal terms are seen to be functions of 
the panel geometry of the particular panel under considera-
ti on. Thus, to obtain· P for a particular panel involves er 
computing the appropriate diagonal terms corresponding to 
Table 2, then putting them into the computer program as 
defined in Appendix B, part (a). 
(b) Developing a Solution for the Critical Buckling 
Load and the Corresponding Deflection Pattern 
with a Simplified Approximation of Lateral 
Deflections. 
A second small deflection solution is derived since 
it is desirable to obtain an approximate form for s which 
can be more easily handled than the preceeding infinite 
series approximation. Again, equation (46) is used as the 
condition which specifies the critic al buckling loa.d. 
This time the expression 
(54) 
is chosen to approximate the lateral deflection of the 
panel. As noted previously, it is felt that equation (54) 
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is a. good choice for ~ since it gives a sing le term approxi-
mation of the lateral deflections, and observation of actual 
tests show the buckled pattern to assume a shape similar 
to the one which equation (54) defines. This approximation 
is also desirable since once cZ and n are determined, where 
~ is the tangent of the angle which the buckles make with 
the y axis and n is the number of waves occurring in the 
plate, the buckled form is completely described. 
One fault of this approximation for lateral deflection 
is that boundary conditions are not satisfied as well as 
they were with the infinite series approximation. In fact, 
the only boundary condition which is satisfied is that of 
zero lateral deflection along the edges y = 0 and y = b. 
The other forced boundary condition which should actually 
be satisfied when the Ritz method is applied is that of zero 
lateral deflections along the edge~ x = 0 and x = a. How-
ever, in the limit with H equal to. zero, a zero moment x 
(M ) is needed in order to bend the edges back coincident x 
with the frame. In reality, Hx is not zero but it is very 
small in comparison to H • Thus, it would take only a y 
very small moment (M ) to bend the edges of the panll to x 
match the configuration of the frame, and the corresponding 
change in strain energy of the panel would be small. 
To begin the solution, the expression for ~ from 
equation (54) is substituted into the criteria for netural 
equilibrium given in equation (46), and the following 
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equation is obtained: 
- (55) . 
0 
After integration, equation (55) reduces to 
0 
Now solving for P and simplifying the results gives y 




Equation (56) gives the buckling load, but until this 
point in the analysis c-(.. and n are undetermined. Again, if it 
is recalled that the minimum load for which a deflected equi-
librium configuration is possible is Per' it then foilows 
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that the criteria 
() (57a) 
0 (57b) 
must be satisfied. 
Now, substituting P given in equation (56) into y 
equation (57a) and simplifying the resulting equation, gives 
with n restricted to a positive real number. Thus, once.cZ 
is determined n can be determined from equation (58). In 
genera 1 the solution of equation (.58) does not result in a 
value for n which is an integer, but since an actual buckled 
pattern must have an even number of waves, the value of n 
given by equation (58) should be rounded off to the n~ar-
est integer when predicting the number of waves to be 
formed and the corresponding buckling load. If the value 
of n is approximately half-way between two integers, both 
integer values of n should be considered when computing 
per·. 
To solve for oZ, the expression for P given by equa--y 
tion (56) is substituted into equation (57b); n is then 
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replaced by the expression given in equation (58). Perform-
ing the indicat~d operations and simplifying the results 
leads to the equation 
(59) 
One of the manipulations that was necessary in obtain-
ing equation (59) was that of squaring both sides of an 
equation which eventually reduced to equation (59), con-
sequently introducing extraneous roots into equation (59). 
It is noted, that the root CZ.= c which is of interest 
must be a real number. Then, if c is a real root of equa-
tion (59), -c is also found to be a real root of equation 
(59). The proper choice for c<. is determined by consider-
ing the following figure: 
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In the preceeding sketch, the dashed lines define the 
general direction of the waves in the plate after buckling. 
Thus, the general direction of the buckled pattern is known, 
and o<. may always be viewed as a positive number such that 
and e ls the angle measured from the y axis to a line de-
fining the direction of the buckles as_~hown in the preceed-
ing sketch. 
Equation (59) can be-simplified further by noting 
that 
H 't. ~ (D\Ht'< = order of magnitude of Hxy 
1-· 
\-\ K \~ i.'{ = ( 0) \-\'I-.'\ 
\-\~ << ~\y 
\..\'I.\ < < ~ '( 
The ref ore, 
\..\ ~ >> \i ;'( ( \\v\\'() 
L.. \-\ ~ \.\ '{ > > \-\ 'I-°''< 
'< 
H ~ U .,.~"< >> \-\,i,y!H--< 
Consequently equation (59) is further reduced to 
"1. 8 ?.._/ (, 4 B H '< <?'( + T \-\'< H "'< c<. ~ \ \ ti i-. \-\~i °" 
- °5 \-\ ~ \.\ '/-. '( o( t. - \.\'I!..,_ -::::.. 0 (60) 
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Now, proceeding under the assumption that ~ is 
positive, the desired value of D\. is obtained by setting 
equation (69) equal to f(o() and plotting a curve of f(~) 
versus cZ to determine the value of oZ for which f(°') = 0. 
With the preceeding tools it is now possible to ex-
amine the buckling of an actual corrugated plate in shear 
in much more detail than has been done in the past. The 
angle formed by the buckled pattern is seen to no longer 
be 45° as is the case for a flat plate. It is interesting 
to note that the maximum possible angle is 45° occurring 
only for the flat plate, and that if the magnitudes of H x 
and H go to zero with a non-zero H , then the angle ~ xy y 
also goes to zero. It is also seen from equation (58) that 
the corresponding n approaches infinity. This implies that 
if Hx and H equal zero the buckles will occur parallel xy 
to the corrugations, but it can be shown that on planes 
parallel to the corrugation the compressive stress. is zero. 
However this limiting case can still be imagined if it is 
realized that H = 0, i.e. no bending stiffness, implies x 
that a zero compressive load would buckle tre panel. 
Obviously this situation is not physically realizable, but 
it does point out the trend of ~ and n as the ratio H /H x. y 
is diminished, i.e. the corrugations are made deeper and/or 
the plate made thinner. 
(c) Comparison of the Two Small Deflection Solutions 
When assuming a function closely approximating the 
lateral deflections of a plate, it is desirable that this 
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function be in a simplified form which lends itself well 
to the manipulations to which the function must be sub··· 
jected when. applying the Ritz method; and that it be of 
such a nature as to readily describe the deflected shape 
of the panel. In meeting these qualifications 
appears to be such a function. Here the single term affords 
relatively easy manipulation, and the nature of the deflected 
panel is clearly described by the parameters A, n and ~ . 
Now the solution resulting from the use of this function 
can be compared to the results obtained from. the use of the 
infinite series (which as stated before is a more accurate 
analysis) in order to verify that the use of this single 
term function leads to an accurate analysis of corrugated 
plates in shear. If it can be shown that both expressions 
result in approximately the same predictions of critical 
buckling loads, then the single term approximation for ~ 
will be assumed to be a close approximation of the actual 
deflected pattern. 
Again it is noted that the accuracy of the solution 
derived from the infinite series approximation of ~ de-
pends upon the number of terms chosen to represent Re-
calling that the Ritz method specifies, that as the approxi-
mation of the lateral deflections is made increasingly more 
accurate, the predicted value of the corresponding buckling 
load approaches the actual buckling load as an asymptote; 
it then becomes evident that an idea of the accuracy of· 
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the final P!edicted buckling load can be obtained by observ-
ing the convergence of P as the number of terms chosen to er 
represent t; is increased. Therefore, the computer program 
listed in part (a) of Appendix B is organized in such a way 
that any number of terms may be considered up to th~ maximum 
number of terms in the basic determinant. 
To compare predicted buckling loads obtained from the 
infinite series solution and the single term solution, the 
buckling loads are calculated by both methods for the pri-
mary panels used in the experimental portion of this investi-
gation. These panels are the Butlerib and the standard sine-
wave corrugated panel. The appropriate section properties 
and geometry of all cross section are shown in Figures 41 
and 42, and the overall dimensions of the panels are given 
in Table 3. The buckling load is computed for eac.h of these 
panels using various numbers of terms to approximate the in-
finite series, and the results are plotted in Figures 32, 33 
and 34 and listed in Table 4. From these figures, it is 
clear that the values of P are rapidly converging, and in er _ 
each case the final values of P give an approximation of er 
the buckling load seen to easily be within one percent of 
the asymptote. It is pointed out that the accuracy of this 
solution is relative to the exact solution, but the exact 
solution is a solution to the problem as it has been defined 
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in the previous theoretical analysis. Therefore, even an 
exact solution inherently has in it error due to any approxi-
mations and. any assumptions included in the theoretical back-
ground. Thus the degree of accuracy discussed here should 
not be confused with the degree of accuracy which is found 
when the theoretical predictions and test data are compared 
later in this report. 
Next, the critical buckling loads are computed for 
the same panels using equation (56) which was derived from 
the single term approximation of ~ , and the results are 
shown as horizontal dashed lines in Figures 32, 33~ and 34 
and are listed in Table 5. It is observed that the infinite 
series solutions are converging to values within approximately 
three percent of the values computed by equation (56). There-
fore, the verification that the function 
must closely represent the buckled patterns of the plates is 
obtained. Hereafter, in this report only this single term 
approximation is used, since it affords a more canplete ex-
amination of the buckling problem than does the infinite 
series approximation of ~' and it has been shown to be 
reasonably accurate. 
This completes the small deflection analysis of cor-
rugated panels under the action of external shear loads. 
At this point solutions have been developed which define 
the critical buckling load and the shape into which the 
panel buckles. It is desirable to also develop a large 
deflection ~nalysis, i.e. large w, in order to examine 
the post buckling behavior of corrugated panels in shear. 
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A large deflection analysis is a tool which permits con-
siderable insight in the examination of a corrugated panel 
in shear since it again defines the initial buckling be-
havior given by the small deflection analysis, and in 
addition results in the derivation of a post buckling load-
deflection relation. 
CHAPTER VI 
DEVELOPING A LARGE DEFLECTION THEORY 
The equations developed in the preceeding section 
predict the buckling load and the corresponding buckled 
shape of a corrugated panel in shear. It is possible to 
gain considerably more knowledge than this about the be-
havior of the panels by conducting a large deflection 
analysis. This analysis results in a load versus lateral 
deflection relation which in turn 1) allows an estimate 
of the post buckling strength of an arbitrary corrugated 
panel, 2) indicates the possible existence of a "snap-
through'f type of buckling at loads less than the buckling 
load predicted by the small deflection theory, i.e. a 
behavior pattern somewhat similar to the buckling behavior 
of a thin shell, and 3) presents a means of better corre-
lating theoretical predictions with experimental data 
from imperfect experimental test specimens. 
The large deflection analysis presented here is 
based upon the assumption that the edges of the panel can 
move slightly, and hence that the membrane strains remain 
constant during lateral displacement of the panel. This 
assumption results in the only manageable method of solu-
tion for the problem, and fortunately, it seems to cor-
respond fairly accurately to situations encountered in 
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actual building construction and in the tests cons1dered 
in this paper. In these tests and generally in construe-
tion, the edges of the panels are fastened to relatively 
flexible fixtures. 
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Based upon. the preceed ing assumption, the changes· in 
the membrane strains are 
Then, if the configuration for zero potential energy 
is designated as the straight loaded form, the general ex-
pression for strain energy iri terms of strains when the 
plate is in a deflected configuration be com.es 
(61) 
In order to account for larger deflections than were 
considered in the small deflection theory, the strain-
displacement relations defining 8 and g give~ in equa-x y 
tion(25)are replaced by the following exact expressions: 
The expression for eixy given by 
6t'< == Wi-'1 
(62) 
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is left unchanged even though it is also an approximation. 
The reason for this can be observed later in the report by 
noting that the contribution of the term containing E3 . xy 
to the values of P , c).., and n is very small compared to er 
the contribution resulting from the bending moments. Con-
sequentlf, it seems unnecessary to improve the accuracy of 
this term. 
From equation (61) it can be seen that, actually, 
e 2 and e 2 are of interest rather than e and ey. x y x 
Hence the· express ions 
8'A2 = vJ~;_/(\\-W~,_J~ 
1. j e--<1 == w'<y ( \ + vJ,?) (63) 
must eventually be integrated over the area of the plate. 
To put these expressions in a form which can be more 
easily integrated, the quantities ~ "'v.1~1\3 and ~ ~\N~'- '}1 
are expanded in the form of a Maclaurin series and the 
results obtained are[S] 
(64) 
The preceeding expressions are infinite series, but 
e2 and e 2 can be accurately approximated for fairly x y 
large deflections by retaining the first three terms of the 
approximate series from (64). The accuracy of the approxi-
mation diminishes of course, as lateral deflections, and 
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~orrespondingly, w and w increase. The equation for the x y 
change in strain energy then becomes 
u . + D}-\~'vJ;i-(\-Ni: '"~\.-!.'.'\ 
(65) 
In addition to the stiain energy given by equation 
(65), it is necessary to develop a compatible form of the 
change ·in external potential energy. To do this, it is 
recalled that 
I\_ ::::::: - LI: \l~ \)_" ut '< 6-" 
Since 
and for the panels investigated herein it is assumed that 
\J~= 0 
it is seen that 
Thus, the change in the external potential energy takes 
the form[3] 
' 
1L = rG. ~" p'< VJ~ \,J-< J_ '{cl~ 
JO D 
(66) 
Combining equations (65) and (66), the total change 
in potential energy is 
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. ~ b . 
v = ~ LL l\\~\1::-~ (\-:,'NZ- +(,\,Ji) 
(67) 
+ H~W~~ (\-3\/-J~ +-fo'vJ~) 
\- Ii~"<. 'vJ~ + 1.. '?'( \/h 'W'{] c\. "<. J 'i\ 
To complete the solution, it is next necessary to 
assume an expression for the lateral deflections. Based 
on the small deflection analysis, w is again assumed in 
the form 
and n are assumed to be known from the small deflection 
analysis, while A presents the unknown amplitude of the 
lateral deflection and is to be determined as a function 
of the external load. 
Substituting this expression for w into equation 
(67) gives 
(68) 
r \\+( :~ + "''r~~l.S'") S\'f\ lib'< £\ ·r.";f-t HY J 
~ 7.._dJ{; l\ '2. Ef_ rf'-::'\ \1?... 
4- f, 0- 'o c.oc.:> 'o c..os ~· u.-o\'<j 
1. li 3 ( A1\ _ 1\'i rr.1i . ) t(Y\--rr -ny """"' ~ - --. (0'.J - sm-·().-ct_'{ -P\ II C:.,\'('-11 __ , "QC:..·~~( ,v\ \ b b a. Cl - . \ b \.. ..) 0.. '/..-~ .1J 
(cont. on following page) 
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(cont. for preceeding page) 
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13 -==-(L + r- . c '"L 
Since in this case V is the potential energy corre-
sponding to a laterally deflected configuration, it is 
necessary to examine ~V = 0 in order to determine the 
amplitude of the deflected equilibrium configurations, and 
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theteby obtain an expression which relates loads and de-
flections. Since V is considered to be a function of the 
single variable A, Sv = 0 results in 
Thus for an arbitrary variation ~A, the equation 
must be satisfied if the deflected configuration is an 
equilibrium configuration. 
(70) 
Obviously, A = 0 satisfies the equilibrium condition, 
therefore varifying that the straig~t form is an equilib-
rium configuration. For any laterally deflected form to 
be an equilibrium configuration, the equation 
'- - '2. l\?. :r + 3 f\ 4 K == o (71) 
must be satisfied. This in turn implies that for a later-
ally deflected equilibrium configuration to exist 
:s- :! (""'S '- - :. 't-. L )Vz. 
"3 \Z. 
(72) 
If equation (72) is examined so that the relations be-
tween load and deflection can be more clearly defined, it is 
noted that, because A must always be real, the following 





It should be pointed out that J and K are positive 
constants for each particular panel, and that L is a func-
tion of the external load P in the form y 
in which c1 and c2 are also positive constants for each 
particular panel. 
Consequently, the inequality given in expression 
(74) is seen to be a function of P , and hence, this mini-y 
mum value which P can obtain if real non-zero values of y 
A are to exist is defined by 
. j1. - 5\Z\_ == 0 (76) 
If the magnitude of P is below that which is defined by y 
equation (76), the only real value of A which satisfies 
the condition defining possible equilibrium configura-
tions, i.e. equation (70), is again zero, i.e. the straight 
form of the plate. 
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It is interesting to note that at this point of 
.minimum P , A is not equal to zero but instead y 
(77) 
Therefore, it is apparent that in the deflected configura-
tio~ corresponding to f\-=- ~ (:r j"?;;v-.SI?.. the allowable exter-
nal load is less than the critical.buckling load as 
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Figure 20 
To determine the critical buckling load, equation 




Notice that equation (78) is exactly equation (56) 
which is the expression for the critical buckling load 
developed in the theory of small deflections. 
It is also observed that for values of b-t.-:;~\_\?2. 
in the interval 
there are two possible laterally deflected equilibrium 
configurations for the same load P • y 
It is pointed out that as A increases, the accuracy 
of this theory is reduced~ No exact range of atcur~cy is 
defined. However, a better indication of the accuracy of 
the theoretical analysis is presented later in the report 
when theoretical predictions are compared with actual 
test data. 
The primary information to be gained from this large 
deflection theory is that in the region of the bifurcation 
point (i.e. P = P , A = O) a corrugated panel will de-y er 
fleet considerably with a small increase in load. The 
_panel may even buckle before it reaches P and jump er 
across to the P . buckled configuration as frequently min 
occurs in the buckling of shells. 
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This completes the theoretical analysis of the 
buckling of an arbitrary corrugated panel under the action 
of shear loads. In the following chapters, tests of 
several corrugated panels loaded in shear are discussed 
and the test results are correlated with the theoretical 
analysis. 
CHAPTER VII 
TESTING OF CORRUGATED PANELS IN SHEAR 
a) Description of Testing Frame and Equipment 
The theoretical analysis which has been developed 
in preceeding chapters describes the buckling of an 
arbitrary corrugated plate. It is now possible to gain 
a better understanding of this problem by conducting an 
experimental investigation which verifies and supple-
ments the theoretical study. Before discussing the 
testing procedures carried out as a part of this investi-
gation, it is necessary to describe the apparatus which 
was designed to test corrugated panels in shear. 
All of the equipment used in this experimental 
work, ·aside from the basic test frame, is identified in 
Table 6. The basic frame is shown in Figures 35 and 36. 
Primary members of the frame are constructed from five-
inch-square steel box beams, and hereafter each of these 
members will be identified in the manner defined by 
Figure 36. 
The frame is constructed by welding yoke plates to 
both ends of member (D, to member @ at C and to member 
@) at D; these in turn fit around the adjacent member. 
Thin shims are placed under the yoke plates before weld-
ing so that the yoke plates will slide over the adjacent 
member. At corners A, B, and C, .995 inch diameter Tobin 
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bronze pins are placed into one inch diameter holes which 
are drilled through the yoke plates and the member around 
which the yoke plates fit, as shown in Figure 36. At the 
remaining corner D, a steel sleeve is welded into member 
@. A two inch diameter Tobin bronze pin is then used 
to pin members @ and © together and in doing so 
passes through the sleeve as shown in Figure 36. It 
should be noticed that the pin also passes through two 
3/4 inch thick yoke plates. These plates are welded to 
the 8 WF 35 beam which is part of the structure that 
carries the frame reaction to the floor. 
In order that panels of more than one size can be 
tested, the frame is constructed in such a manner as to 
make it adjustable in both the x and y directions. Ad-
justment in the x direction is made possible by drilling 
one inch diameter holes at various locations in members 
@ and ©. The pins at A and B can be removed, al low-
ing member CD to be moved to a new position at which 
point it is fastened in place by reinserting the pins as 




Adjustment in the y direction is obtained by drill-
ing one inch diameter holes ·at various locations in member 
@. By removing member G) and the pin at C, member @ 
. can be repositioned along member ®. A new member CD 
of the proper length is then added to the frame and pinned 
at A and B as shown in the following figure: 
c 
Figure 22 
Obviously, this requires that a member G) be available 
in a(l of the lengths to which the frame must be adjusted 
in the y direction~ 
The entire frame is positioned 30 inches off 'of the 
floor thereby allowing an access space to aid in the in-
stallation of the panels and in the checking of failures. 
Frame member @ rests on two one inch diameter bars 
which serve as rollers, and which in turn rest on steel 
supports as shown in Figure 35. Each of these ste~l 
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supports has four 1/2 inch diameter bolts attached to the 
base in such a way that they may be screwed in or out, and 
... 
thereby adjust the height ~~ the steel support as shown in 
the following figure. These adjustments aid in keeping 






The frame also rests on a fixed support at approximately 
the center of member @ as shown in Figure 36. 
After the frame is adjusted to the proper size and 
leveled, a panel is fastened to all four sides of the 
frame, and the load is applied into member @ as a com-
pression load ~t C by means of two 40,000 pound capacity 
hydraulic jacks; see Figure 37. The jacks also bear 
against the 8 WF 35 beam as shown, and the load is then 
transferred to the floor. Hydraulic fluid is supplied to 
the jacks from the pressure cylinder shown in Figute 37. 
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The large cylinder positioned between the jacks and the 
frame is a 100,000 pound capacity load cell which measures 
the load applied to it, and hence to the frame. The load 
cell rests ~n a wooden platform, which in turn rests on 
castors, thereby allowing the load cell to move forward 
as the jacks are extended. It should be noted that a 
bearing plat·e is welded onto the ends of the yoke plates 
. ' 
in order to transmit the load from the load cell to the 
yoke plates and on into the basic frame. This load is 
then indicated on the recorder which is also shown in 
Figure 37. 
The calibration of the load cell is checked by plac-
ing the load cell intci a Baldwin Universal 120,000 pound 
hydraulic testing machine and applying compression loads 
in increments up to a total of 80,000 pounds. The load 
readings taken from the Baldwin Universal testing machine 
and the recorder attached to the load cell upon comparison 
are found to differ by less than one-half of one percent. 
Therefore, the load cell recordings are used throughout 
the experimental analysis of this problem withour correc-
tion. 
The reactions to the load applied to the frame at 
C occur through a 2 and 3/8 inch diameter steel roller at 
A as shm\Tn in Figure 38 , and through the 2 inch diameter 
bronze pin at D as shown in Figure 39 • In each frame con-
figuration, the load necessary to deflect the.frame without 
a panel installed in it is determined before any panels 
are installed, and in this investigation the necessary 
load was always found to be less than five pounds. Since 
the smallest buckling load measured was approximately 
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1500 pounds, the load necessary to deflect the frame alone 
is considered negligible, and thus·the entire applied load 
is assumed to contribute to the deflection of the actual 
panel. 
After each panel is installed, dial indicators are 
positioned to measure the deflections indicated by the 
arrows in the following figure. 
Figure 24 
D1 , D2 ~ D3 and D4 identify the particular gages as listed 
in Table 6. Gage n4 is shown in Figure 38, the gages n1 
and D2 are seen in Figure 39 and gage n3 is pictured in 
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Figure ~:O. The gages D1 , D2 and D4 measure the deflection 
of the support structure, and the gage n3 measures the 
shear deflection plus· additional deflection resulting from 
the support' structure deflections measured by D1 , D2 and 
n4 • Therefore, using readings from these four gages, the 
actual shear deflection can be determined. For m~ny of 
the tests, an additional gage, n5 , is· added to measure 
lateral displacements in the cent~r of the panel as indi-
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Several problems were encountered in the measurement 
of lateral deflections. First, it is obvious that as the 
load is applied the panel moves in the xy plane as illus-




















Center. of Panel after Load 
Consequently, the ~anel moves with respect to the 
stationery gage. Thus the gage readings obtained at each 
load level correspond to a slightly different point on the 
panel. Secondly, a corrugaged panel in general does ·not 
have a large flat spot on which to place the gage. There-
fore, as the panel shifts under the applied load, the gage 
placed against the panel can indicate considerable lateral 
deflection by sliding up and down the corrugations with-
out the actual occurrence of any lateral displacement. 
The technique used to avoid this problem is illustrated 
in Figure 27 
Panel 
Flat Metal Strip 
Gage 
Figure 27 
The flat. metal strip is positioned in such a way 
that as the panel moves the gage pointer will slide on 
the strip and not up and down ·the corrugations. This 
certainly minimizes the error in the. lateral deflection 
readings, but does not entirely eliminate it, because as 
the panel bends and twists the metal strip does not re-
main horizontal. Consequently, as the panel moves, the 
gage indicates lateral def leitions which to some degree 
are a function of the slope of the metal strip. Thus, 
it is obvious that the measured lateral deflections are 
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somewhat in error. From observation of the tests conducted 
as a part of this investigation, it seems reasonable to 
estimate this error to be less than ten percent. The value 
of the post buckling study is most closely connected to the 
understanding of the general trends exhibited.by the varia-
tion of load versus lateral deflection, and not the precise 
magnitude of the lateral deflections. Therefore, t~e 
lateral deflections recorded herein are quite adequate for 
this post buckling investigation. 
b) Experimental Procedures and Test Results 
At this point it would be well to briefly mention 
the sequence in which the experimental and theoretical in-
vestigations of this problem of buckling were performed. 
The Butler Manufacturing Company instigated this study of 
.-
corrugated panels under the action of shear loads by 
sponsoring a testing program to determine the shear strength 
of several of the panels manufactured by their company. 
The experiments were begun before the theoretical 
study and, as a result, there are a few instances in 
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which it will be noted that different test data or pro-
cedures would have been of interest, but were not obtained 
since the theory which indicated this interest had not yet 
been developed. However, the changes in the experimental 
work which might have occurred had the theory been de-
veloped first are fairly insignificant, and the final 
experimental and theoretical analyses are felt to blend 
together very_ well. 
Three different types of corrugated panels were 
tested to determine the buckling behavior of each. The 
Butlerib panels and the standard sine-wave corrugated 
panels were used to substantiate and supplemerit the pre-
ceeding theoretical analysis, and the M36 panels were 
tested in order to illustrate some of the limits of that 
theory. The cross-sectional geometry and section P!Oper-
ties of the Butlerib, sine-wave, and M36 panels are given 
in Figures 41, 42, and 43 respectively, and all of the 
tests conducted are identified in Table 3. 
The installation of the panels into the frame proved 
very time consuming and in many cases quite difficult. 
Since these panels are all manufactured as small panels 
approximately three feet wide, it was necessary to splice 
several of the narrow panels together to form the larger 
pahels to be tested. In doing this, the narrow panels 
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were first fastened into the frame around the outer edges 
in order that these edges be aligned properly with the 
fixtures which connected the panels to the frame. It was 
then necessary to crawl carefulli onto the panel to drill 
all of the splice holes. Steel bolts 1/4 inch in diameter 
were used in splicing the panels and in attaching them to 
the end and side fixtures. All side seams contained four 
inch bolt spacings, and two steel washers were used on 
each bolt. See Figure 28~ 
Figure 28 
Practice and extreme care were necessary in forming 
the splices without causing the p~nels to assume a 
severely bowed shape. Still, with all the precautions 
which were taken, the panels assumed a slightly bowed 
shape in the test frame and in a few cases the bowi'ng was 
quite pronounced. It was noted that slight lateral de-
flections started earlier with these severely bowed panels, 
but the panels failed at essentially the same load as did 
similar panels without the obvious initial bow. Therefore, 
while attempts to keep the panel horizontal continued to 
be made, it was not felt to be a serious problem when 
slight bowing did occur. 
After the installation of a panel into the frame, 
the actual testing of the panel was quite simple. All of 
the gages were positioned and th~ zero readings taken be-
fore any load was applied. Then load was applied in in-
crement~ of 6P pounds, the size of the increments being 
determined ·before begin~ing each test, until the panel 
could carry no more load and consequently would collapse. 
After each load increment was applied the load was held 
constant, and the deflections indicated by each gage were 
recorded. 
Holes and fasteners were examined following each 
test, and in every case were found to be undamaged there-
by guaranteeing that fastener failure in no way affected 
the panel behavior. 
It was observed that these panels were not manu-
factured to close tolerances, and therefore, thickness 
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and shape were found to vary slightly with each individual 
narrow pannel. It was also noted, that a few panels would 
curl slightly when resting on a flat surface indicating 
the existance of certain amounts of prestress. These in-
consistencies must be tolerated, however, since to elimi-
nate them in panels as large as the ones used in these 
tests would be practically impossible. 
In the following discussion, length will be con-
sidered to be the dimension in the y direction (parallel 
to corrugation) and width the dimension in the x direc-
tion (perpendicular to the corrugation). 
The first series of panels tested were the Butlerib 
panels. In this case, the small panels used ·in forming 
the large panels to be tested were three feet wide and 
extended the full length of the composite panel. ·Com-
posite panels were tested with overall dimensions of 9 · 
feet by 9.58 feet (width= 9 feet, length= 9.58.feet), 
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15 feet by 9.58 feet, 9 feet by 13.58 feet and 15 feet by 
13.58 feet. The results of these tests indicate the 
effects of changes in length and width on the buckling be-
havior of a corrugated panel in shear. 
These panels were bolted along each side to a light 
steel clip and along the base and top to a 1/8 inch thick 
steel angle, and these in turn were bolted to the. frame 
as shown in Figures 44 and 46. The small panels were 
spliced together along the top of a major corrugation; 
also shown in Figure 44. It is realized that small moments 
are introduced into the panel in addition to the shear 
force since the load is not transferred to the panel at 
the center of the box section, but these moments are com-
pletely negligible. A Butlerib panel with a width of 15 
feet and length of 13.58 feet is shown installed in the 
testing frame before a test in Figure 45. 
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Three-tests were conducted on each panel size with 
the exception of the 15 x 13.58 panel for which.only one 
test was conducted due to a shortage of .panels. It was 
initially felt that a large deflection analysis would not 
be included in this investigation. Thus, lateral deflec-
tions were not recorded during the first five tests. How-
ever, at that point it was decided to examine the post 
buckling behavior of corrugated plates in shear, and 
therefore lateral deflections were read from gage n5 dur-
ing the remaining Butlerib tests, i.e. R22, R30, R31, R32 
and R40. Deflections were also read from gages D1 , n2 , 
n3 and D4 , i.e. shear deflections, and the data was then 
recorded in Tables 7 through 16. Photographs showing 
typical buckled panels are given in Figures 47, 48, 49 
and 50. The £inai shear deflections listed in the tables 
were calculated with the computer program which is listed 
in part (c) of Appendix B. The shear deflections corre-
sponding to the 9 feet by 13.58 feet panels for which no 
lateral deflections were measured are plotted versus ex-
ternal load in Figure 51, and the available lateral de-
flections corresponding to the other panels are plotted 
versus applied load in Figures 52, 53 and 54. 
When the panels collapsed creases were formed across 
the ridges of many of the major corrugations, demonstrat-
ing the final failure to be a plastic failure. 
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The crippling of the major corrugations occurred 
due to large bending moments, and hence corresponding high 
stresses in the outer fibers of these relatively deep cor-
rugations. The bending strength of the Butlerib panels is 
almost totally contained in the major corrugations, and 
therefore, when these corrugations fail, the total panel 
essentially collapses, even though the other parts of the 
panel have not experienced any plastic flow. This sug-
gests the buckling failure of a Butlerib panel in actual 
service would be of a catastrophic nature. 
The most significant behavior pattern which can be 
observed from this data is that large deflections occur 
corresponding to loads just slightly higher than the 
buckling loads. It is also interesting to note that the 
data shows that the buckling loads of the panels tested 
are not very sensitive to width changes, i.e. for panels 
of both lengths, the panels 9 feet and 15 feet wide failed 
at approximately the same load per foot. However, it can 
be seen that the buckling load was extremely sensitive to 
changes in panel length with the shorter panels exhibiting 
the most strength. 
After each test was completed, estimates were made 
of the angle (9) between the y axis and the direction of 
the buckles. From observation of the buckled pattern, it 
appeared that this angle was· clearly defined. However, 
upon making the measurements, it soon became evident that 
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a barid of angles would have to be estimated since the 
large width of an individual buckle and the effect of the 
edge conditions made it very difficult to precisely d~fine 
the angle. As a result, the angle 9 was estimated as 
between 6.5 and 13 degrees for the Butlerib panels. The 
edge fixity caused the direction of the buckles to curve 
























The lateral deflections were further identified 
after each test by counting the number of half-wave~ (n). 
These observations are recorded in Table 17. The plus 
sign given with the value n for the tests R30, R31, R32 
and R40 indicates that the panel attempted to form a 
shape which didn't contain an even numbe~ of waves. Re-
call that the distance between major corrugations is one 
29 
foot; then, looking at Figure 49, it can be seen that the 
first two complete waves from the right are approximately 
two feet in length. It is interesting to note that the 
theory developed and discussed later in this report in-
dicates thi~ might happen by prediction of a value for n 
which is half-way between two integer values. 
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The second series of panels tested were corrugated 
panels with approximately sine~wave cross-sections. Each 
composite panel had a width of 8 feet, a length of 9.58 
feet and was constructed from three smaller panels each 
with a 32 inch width. Four tests were constructed using 
20 gage material for the first two tests and 24 gage 
material for the second t~o tests. By doing this, the 
effects of thickness could be studied, and two more points 
with which to check the theoretical analysis were made 
available. 
A typical sine-wave panel is shown just before be-
ing bolted to the testing frame in Figure 60. The sine-
wave panels were attached to the frame in the manner 
illustrated by Figure 55. Throughout this set of tests, 
deflection readings were taken from all five gages and 
the results are listed in Tables 18 through 21. The cor-
responding lateral deflections are plotted versus the 
applied load in Figures 56 and 57. Since lateral deflec-
tions were recorded and plotted for all of these tests, 
it is not necessary to plot the shear defle~tions. A 
photograph of a typical panel after failure is shown in 
Figure 58. 
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Examination of the.curves presenting lateral deflec-
tions plotted versus applied load reveals that once the 
buckling.load is reached, large lateral deflections occur 
corresponding to relatively small increases in the applied 
load as happened with the Butlerib panels. 
It is particularly interesting to note that the 
buckled pattern for test R51 occurred spontaneously. ~he 
load was being held constant and no lateral deflection had 
occurred when suddenly the panel "poppedrr into a buckled 
configuration. During this time the load remained rela-
tively constant. In general, the panels had some sag due 
to their own dead weight; therefore, they were eccentri-
cally loaded, and defl~cted somewhat gradually into the 
buckled pattern as the load was increased. However, it is 
felt that this panel was perhaps held level by a slight 
support from gage n5 . In other tests, this gage was placed 
under the panel with the pointer arm ex.tended half-way so 
that it only lightly touched the panel, but in this test 
the gage was wedged under the panel so that it created a 
light support which may have helped relieve the dead weight 
of the panel. Most probably the panel had also been in-
stalled with less initial bow than was generally the case. 
Certainly definite conclusions can not be drawn from one 
test, but it is noted that the buckling behavior encountered 
in test R51 indicates the existence of a second equilibrium 
configuration at the same load, such as is encountered in 
the buckling of thin shells, and as the large-deflection 
theory developed here predicts. 
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Again, if the lateral deflection versus load curves are 
examined, it is seen that, unlike the Butlerib, after a con-
siderable amount of lateral deflection these panels begin 
to carry additional load with reduced increases in deflec-
tions. However, it is felt that the deflections are a~-
ready so severe by the time the post buckling strength has 
any effect, that for most cases the buckling load would 
still be considered the failure point. The final failure 
is again a plastic failure, because the panels make almost 
no attempt to return to the unloaded configuration when 
the load is relieved. 
It should be noted that the sine-wave panel does not 
depend upon a few deep corrugations for its strength, but 
instead has many equal corrugations that all serve to re-
sist the i~ternal bending moments. The distances from the 
neutral axis to the outer fibers are not as great as in 
the case of the Butlerib, and hence, supposing that the 
moment of inertia, I , ~as made to be the same for both x 
types of panels, it is apparent that equal moments in both 
panels would produce smaller outer fiber stresses in the 
sine-wave panel. Consequently, with bending moments 
directly related to radius of curvature, much deeper buck-
les can form in the sine-wave panel before ~lastic failure 
occurs. In addition, if one corrugation fails in a portion 
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of the sine-wave panel in which the radius of curvature has 
become very small, then the load can be redistributed into 
the many other corrugations and the panel will not collapse. 
Hence, it can be said that, in general, panels which 
depend upon just a few corrugations to withstand most of 
the bending loads will exhibit a minimum amount of post 
buckling strength due to the possibility of local crippl-
ing of the major corrugations, and the subsequent failure 
of the entire panel. Whereas a pan~l that has its bending 
strength distributed.among many corrugations can probably 
be expected to possess considerable post buckling strength. 
After each test, the angle (€3) between the y axis 
and the direction of the buckles was estimated. It was 
found to be from 28° to 32°.for the 20 gage panels and 
from 23° to 28° for the 24 gage panels. The wave parame-
ter n was also observed for each test and is recorded in 
Table 17. 
The final panels tested were M36 panels. These 
panels were not tested with expectation of matching the re-
sults of the theoretical analysis, but rather to illustrate 
some of the limitations of the theory developed herein. 
The first two tests were conducted with panels 8 
feet long and 3 feet wide. The third test pane 1 was 6 
feet wide and 12 feet long and the last panel was 9 feet 
wide and 12 feet long. Each of these last two panels was 
·constructed from panels 3 feet wide and 12 feet long. The 
sides and splices were attached with steel bolts as shown 
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in Figure 59 ~nd the top and oottom of each panel were 
attached to a special base angle which is shown in Figure 
61. The base angle was then bolted into the side of the 
frame. 
During these tests, deflections were read from gages 
D1 through D4 and these data are recorded in Tables 22, 23 
24 and 25. In each case the failure occurred suddenly.and 
no lateral deflections were visable before 'the failure 
occurred. The failures were of a local nature with the 
buckle extending over one major corrugation only, as shown 
in Figure 62. The buckles appeared to start in the ~!anted 
.side walls illustrated in the fallowing figure. 
Figure 30 
The local failure of these panels indicates that th~ir fail-
ures would not be accurately defined by considering the aver-
age properties of the panel. Because of this it would be 
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expected that the panel would fail under less load than an 
orthotropic panel which has material properties equal to 
the average material properties of the M36 panel. The im-
plications of these test results are discussed more thor-
oughly later in this paper when the theoretical and experi-
mental investigations are compared. 
This completes the description of the experimentql 
portion of this investigation. Next, a further discussion 
of the data acquired and a comparison of these data with 
the theoretical analysis is presented. 
CHAPTER VIII 
CORRELATION OF TEST DATA WITH THE THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 
The test results obtained from the Butlerib and sine-
wave panels are now compared to the corresponding results 
predicted by the theoretical analysis in order to deter-
mine how closely the behavior of a corrugated panel loaded 
in shear is described by the theoretical analysis developed 
in this paper. The panels which were teste~ were galvin-
ized, but this coating is assumed to have had no effect 
on the strength of the panels. Sine~ the exact base metal 
thickness of the galvanized panels can not be determined, 
the theoretical predictions are derived corresponding to 
the upper and lower manufacturing tolerances on the panel 
thicknesses. As an example, upper and lower limits are 
predicted for the buckling load rather than one value. 
The upper and lower limits of the thicknesses of each 
type of panel are listed in Table 26. Also listed in 
this table are the corresponding constants H , H .and x y . 
H which have been computed using equations (11), (14), xy 
and (18). Using these constants and the appropriate di-
mensions for a and b corresponding to each test, the pre-
dicted values for 8= tan- 10<. and n are computed using 
equations (58) and (60); and are listed in Table 17 
along with the values of 9 and n obtained from the actual 
tests. 
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It is noted that in each case, the predicted and 
actual values of n are precisely the same. During the 
testing of the Butlerib panels with ~imensions 9 feet.by 
9.58 feet and 15 feet by 9.58 feet one of the n half-
waves was found to be larger than the other half-waves. 
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The theory developed in this paper indicates the possibil-
ity of this occurrence since n half-waves are predicted 
corresponding to the upper limit of the thickness and n + 1 
half-waves are predicted corresponding to the lower limit 
of the thickness. Apparently, the material thickness of 
the panels was approximately half-way between these two 
limits. Consequently, the panel attempted to buckle into 
a shape with n + i hal1-waves, and hence the one long half-
wave was· d.eveloped. It is apparent that the theoretical 
analysis quite clearly defines the number of half-waves 
to be formed in a corrugated plate. 
The corresponding predicted values for o<... do not 
match the actual values of oZ measured during the tests. 
It is pointed out, however, that the theory clearly shows 
the same trend in the change of o<. as do the tests, i.e. 
as H /H becomes smaller, the angle 8 = tan-lo<. becomes x y 
smaller. There are two factors which may account for the 
differences between the values of ~ obtained from the 
theory and the tests. First, as was pointed out previously, 
lt was extremely ~ifficult to measure the ~xact angle made 
by the buckle with the y axis, and even though a range of 
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angles was measured in an attempt to resolve this problem, 
it is highly possible that the correct angle was not mea-
sured. It is also possible that the theoretical analysis 
predicts an ~ somewhat in error due to the fact that 
boundary conditions are not exactly duplicated by the 
approximation of later deflections. 
It seems, that due to the flexibility of the panel 
in the x direction, the strain energy le~el will be changed 
only slightly if lateral deflections are set equal to zero 
along the edges x = 0 and a. This permits an accurate value 
of the buckling load to be obtained without satisfying. 
these boundary conditions. However, it is also conceivable 
that o< might be more sensitive to this boundary condition 
than is the buckling load. To determine the amount to which 
this affects c;J.,.. would require extensive additional investi-
gations. It should also be pointed out that the approxi-
mation for w defines a buckle which is straight from one 
edge of the panel to the other, and observation of the 
tests showed the buckles to curve slightly close to the . 
edges as illustrated by Figure 29. This might also affect 
the prediction of c(. Certainly this is an area for future 
study. 
At first it might be felt that if °"' were br~ught 
into agreement with the theory then the resulting values 
of n given by equation (58) would no longer agree with the 
-test results. This is not necessarily tru~, because when 
computing n, it was found that for the panels considered 




which does not contain the parameter c\... 
Since the buckling load predicted by the small de-
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flection theory exactly matches the buckling load that is 
indicated by the large deflection theory, it will be suf-
f icient to compare the large deflection curve of load 
versus lateral deflection to the lateral deflections 
measured during the tests in order to see how closely the 
buckling load and subsequent lateral deflections are pre-
dieted. As mentioned previously, the parameters c.<_ and 
n are treated as constants for each particular panel in 
the large deflection analysis. Therefore, the values of 
o<.. and n obtained from the small deflection analys~s are 
used to determine the desired load versus lateral deflec-
tion relations. 
Lateral deflections were not recorded for any of 
the 9 feet by 13.58 feet Butlerib panels. Therefore, 
for this one set of panels, only the theoretical buckling 
load ~ay be compared to the test ·data. The buckling load 
may be easily seen from the shear deflection versus load 
curves since the panel buckled and then collapsed almost 
simultaneously causing large changes in the shear 
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deflections as well as the lateral deflections. Conse-
quently, the predicted upper and lower limits of the buckl-
ing load are shown as dashed lines on the plot of shear 
deflection versus load given in Figure 51. Notice that 
the actual buckling load is very closely approximated by 
the theoretical predictions. 
For the other configurations of the Butlerib and 
the two configurations of the sine-wave panel, the compu-
ter program listed in part (b) of Appendix B was utilized 
to compute the coefficients L, J and K of equation (71). 
These coefficients which define the load versus lateral 
deflection curve for each panel were computed for both 
the upper and lower base.metal thickness limits, and are 
listed in Table 27. The resuLting predicted curves are 
shown as dashed lines in Figures 52, 53, 54, 56 and 57. 
It is observed that, except for the Butlerib panels with 
b = 9.58 feet, the experimental buckling loads are. higher 
than the predicted values. This might appear incorrect 
since use of the Ritz Method results in a buckling load 
higher than the exact theoretical buckling load. However. if 
the theoretical model is of such a nature that it can not 
resist as much shear load as can be resisted by the actual 
physical system, then the Ritz Method applied to this mod-
el can result in the prediction of lower buckling loads 
than occur in actual tests. 
·1t is observed that the predicted buckling loads 
for the test panels are within 30 percent or less of the 
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measured buckling loads, and for the majority of the panels 
this difference is considerably less than 30 percent. This 
is considered to be an extremely good correlation consider-
ing that the boundary conditions have not been precisely 
matched. It would be extremely difficult to exactly dup-
licate the boundary conditions of the test panels at y ~ 0 
and b since the panels are neither fixed nor simply su?.-
ported along these edges. The ac~uracy of the predicted 
buckling.loads seem even better when one recalls that the 
buckling load of a c9lumn is changed by a factor of four 
if the boundary conditions are varied from pinned ends to 
fixed ends. It would be of interest to conduct future 
studies investigating the effects of various boundary con-
ditions on the buckling load and correspon~ing shape of the 
buckled pane 1. 
The test data which are slight~y puzzling are obtained 
from the tests of ~he Butlerib panels 9.58 feet in length. The 
buckling loads are noted from Figures 53 and 54 to be very 
close to the lower limit of the predicted buckling loads 
so that the concern is certainly not one of accuracy. 
However, for all other Butlerib panels and the sine-wave 
panels failure occurred at loads higher than the predicted 
buckling load, whereas in these two panel configurations 
the failure occurred just below the lower limit. This set 
of data consisted cf four tests and all of these data were 
fairly consist ant, so that it would appear that the test 
data are not in error. The discrepancy may be explained 
by noting that the manufacturing tolerance on the thick-
ness of the bare steel of .these panels is\ from .0191 to 
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.0217 inches, and the average measured thickness of these 
particular panels including the thickness of the galvaniz-
ing was .0209 inches. Hence, these ·panels must have been 
manufactured close to or below the lower thickness limit. 
Although this discussion can not ~efinitely account for 
0 
this slight inconsistancy, it is not felt to be a serious 
development since th~ predicted and actual failing loads 
are, as pointed out, still quite close. However, it 
would be very interesting to conduct an experimental in-
vestigation in which panels of many different lengths 
a~e~ considered to determine whether this theory actually 
accounts for changes in lengths properly, and if not, to 
d~termine just what.a change in leng~h does to the buckl-
ing strength of these panels. It should be noted that 
both the theory and the experimental results indicate that 
the buckling load per foot of the panels considered in 
this report are relatively independent of the width of the 
panel. It is also noted that in all cases discussed in 
this paper, the magnitude of the buckling load is pri-
marily determined by the magnitude of the bending stiff-
ness Hy. The bending stiffness Hx has a secondary effect 
on the buckling load and the twisting stiffness H has xy 
almost no effect on the buckling load whatsoever. In 
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addition, it is noted that the twisting stiffness also 
has a negligible effect on the determination of ot,,__ and n. 
It is seen from Figures 52, 53, 54., 56 and 57 that 
the post buckling behavior in the region of the bifurcation 
point is clearly defined by the theoretical analysis. The 
theoretical analysis indicates that initially a slight 
drop in load from the buckling load occurs with increased 
lateral deflections, and correspondingly it points to 
large lateral deflections when the applied load is in-
creased slightly above the buckling load. This tendency 
for the panel to deflect considerably after buckling, with 
small increases in load, is substantiated by the test data. 
Even the possibility of the panels jumping to a deflected 
equilibrium configuration before the ·buckling load is 
reached is demonstrated by the sine-wave panel test R51; 
see Figure 56. It is felt that in actual application, 
the buckling load would most probably be called the failure 
load even for the sine-wave panels in which the final 
failure occurred at a load approximately three times as 
large as the buckling load since it would be difficult to 
sell a customer a panel which might be required to operate 
under a configuration which looks as seriously buckled as 
do the panels at any time beyond the buckling load. 
From the appearance of the test data it seems that 
the large deflection analysis predicts accurately the 
load versus lateral deflection relation for a panel until 
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the maximum deflection reaches from .5 to 1.5 inches de-
pending upon the particular panel. It is then apparent 
that if total plastic failure has not yet occurred, the 
rate of increase in lateral deflection with applied load 
will reduce, and the panel will carry more load unt~l the 
final plastic failure is reached. The eventual post 
buckling strength is attributed to ·large increases in the 
membrane stresses and hence the assumption made herein 
that these changes are negligible becomes invalid. Thus 
this theory no longer applies. The fact that the changes 
in membrane stresses become large when the panel ~ventu­
ally picks up its post buckling strength was made evident 
when it was observed that the end and side attachement 
members attempt to pull away from the frame and are con-
sequently considerably defor~ed during this portion of 
the test. 
The remaining panels tested with results which can 
be compared to the theoretical analysis are the M36 panels. 
The upper and lower limits of the pre~icted buckling loads 
for the M36 panel are listed in Table 28 along with the 
actual loads measured during the testing. As expected, 
the panels failed considerably before the predicted buckl-
ing load was reached. The corrugation in these panels 
are so deep that the effects of a load on one corrugation 
is rapidly damped out, and hence only slightly affects the 
behavior of an adjoining corrugation. Consequently the 
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panel does not. behave similar to an orthotropic panel 
which has material constants equal to the average material 
constants of the M36 panel. Instead, each individual com-
ponent of the cross-section, particularly the flat slanted 
section referred to in Figure 30, behaves somewhat as a 
separate system, and as a result the panel experiences 
local failures which occur before the predicted buckling 
load is reached. From this information, it is obvious 
that the theory developed herein does not apply to panels 
similar to the M36 panel. 
However, the majority of the corrugated panels used 
in building construction are of the type represented by 
the sine-wave and Butlerib panels rather than by the M36 
panel. Consequently, the theory developed herein will 
apply to the majority of corrugated panels. 
CHAPTER IX 
SUMMARY 
In this thesis, theoretical techniques are developed 
which predict the buckling load, describe the buckled 
pattern and define the post buckling behavior of a thin 
corrugated plate (or panel) of arbitrary cross-section 
under t·he action of external in-plane shear loads. In 
conjunction with the theoretical analysis, an experimen-
tal investigation has been conducted on such corrugated 
panels in order to verify and supplement the theoretical 
analysis. In general, the theoretical an~lysis is found 
to clearly describe the buckling behavior of the test 
panels. 
The theoretical analysis is conducted by first de-
veloping a model which represents the corrugated panel 
in shear and lends itself to a mathematical analysis. 
The model, which is chosen to represent the corrugated 
panel, is an infinitesimal element of an orthotropic 
plate which has material constants equal to the average 
material constants of the corrugated panel. These mater-
ial constants are determined from an analysis of a square 
element f~om the corrugated panel with outside dimensions 
equal to the distance across one repeating cross-section 
of the corrugated panel (See Figure 2)4 The internal 
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loads which are considered to be acting upon the ortho-
tropic model are bending moments, twisting moments.and 
membrane forces. 
Equations defining the. buckling load and resulting 
deflected shape are determined by examining the second 
variation of the potential energy of the system from a 
loaded straight configtiration, i.e. one with no lateral 
deflections, of the orthotropic plate. Then,the post 
buckling behavior of this plate is defined by minimizing 
the potential energy of the system in a loaded and 
laterally deflected configuration to determine the de-
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fleeted equilibrium configurations in terms of the exter-
nal loading. In each case the final solutions are de-
termined by the Ritz Method with the lateral deflections 
assumed in the form 
In order to show that this approximation for w 
accurately represents the lateral deflection, it is shown 
that its use results in the determination of a buckling 
load within three percent of the buckling load ~tained 
using the potentially very accurate approximation 
cO C-J 
W == 2_ 2- t\tt.~\. SW\«\~;\ 
M:: \ ~~ \ 
s \'(\ 
When the infinite series is used in the computation of the 
buckling load it.is realized that the accuracy of this 
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solution is dependent upon the numbers of terms chosen to 
represent the series. Hence, enough terms are chosen to 
approximate the infinite series in order to guarantee the 
resulting values of the buckling load are rapidly converg-
ing to the exact solution. Therefore, ·the buckling load 
determined by using the infinite series approach is con-
sidered quite accurate, and since the use of the two 
approximations for w result in similar values of the buckl-
ing load, the single term approximation mu~t be i good 
representation of. the lateral deflections. Therefore, the 
single term approximation of w is used throughout the 
analysis. 
The completion of this solution results in equation 
(56) which is shown to predict loads at which the test 
panels buckle within thirty percent of the actual buckl-
ing load. (For the majority of the panels, the predicted 
and actual buckling loads differ by less than £if teen per-
cent.) This is felt to be a particularly good correla-
tion, recalling that the degree of edge fixity for the 
pa?els is not precisely known and therefore can not be 
exactly represented in the theoretical analysis. It is 
probable that this edge fixity is of considerable import-
ance in this problem. It obviously plays an important 
role in determining the buckling load of a column in which 
case the buckling load is changed by 400 percent by alter-
ing the end fixity from ·pinned ends to rigidly fixed ends, 
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and.it can reasonably be assumed that it would have a 
noticeable effect upon orthotropic plates in shear. The 
theoretical analysis shows the magnitude of the buckling 
load as primarily a function of the bending stiffness Hy' 
with the bending stiffness H contributing a small amount x . 
to the buckling load. The twisting stiffness H is xy 
found to have negligibie effect upon the buckling load 
for the panels considered in this investigation. Within 
the limits of the size of the panels tested, the buckling 
load per~foot is found to diminish rapidly as the panels 
are lengthened, and hold relatively constant as the width 
of the panels are increased. 
When the buckled pattern is defined, it is noted 
that the· number of half-waves n is exactly predicted by 
equation (58) for all of the cases considered. Equation 
(58) is a function of 0\., although it is pointed out that 
n can be closely approximated by the equation 
- ~ { \.\'</. \ '/'-
(Y\ - b \ /\-h ) 
which indicates that n is only slightly dependent upon d... 
-1 The angle e == tan cz as defined by equation (59) is shown 
to be a constant for a panel with a particular repeating 
cross-section regardless of the overall dimensions of the 
panel. The actual magnitudes of the theoretical and ex-
perimental values of C>( do not match closely; however, 
both theoretical and experimental investigations do clearly 
show the trend of J.. decreasing as the ratio H /H de-. x y 
creases. It is pointed out that' the discrepancy in the 
magnitudes of o( most probably can be attributed to the 
difficulty in measuring the proper angle from the tests 
and the possibility of incorrect. prediction of ~ due 
to the failure of the approximation for lateral def lec-
tions to exactly satisfy the boundary conditions in the 
theoretical analysis. 
The final topic discussed in this paper is the 
post-buckling behavior of an arbitrary corrugated plate 
in shear. Again, the theoretical analysis is found to 
quite clearly define the actual panel behavior. It is 
observed that both the test data a~ the theoretical 
load-deflection relation given by equation (74) demon-
strate large deflections of a corrugated panel in shear 
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occurring when the applied load is increased only slightly 
above the buckling load. The theoretical load deflection 
curve actually shows that P drops as lateral deflection y 
increase after the buckling load has been reached. The 
theory also shows that, after considerable lateral de-
flection the panel will again carry increased loads. 
This behavior permits the existence of more than 
one equilibrium configuration at one value of applied 
load. The sine-wave panel test designated by·R51 seems 
to substantiate this prediction, because, while the load 
was being held constant at a value near the buckling load, 
the panel suddenly moved into a deflected eq~ilibrium 
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configuration. During this change from an undeflected 
to a deflected equilibrium configuration the load remained 
constant. It is felt that this behavior pattern was not 
followed by any of the other tests since in _general the 
panels were installed with an initial bow, and hence 
slight lateral deflections began with the first load as 






which would occur 
imperfections existed 
! /'l_Actual Test Curve 
Lateral Deflections 
Figure 31 
For both the Butlerib and sine-wave panels which 
were tested, large deflections occur after buckling with 
small increases in load, but the final post buckling 
strength is found to be peculiar to each particular type 
of panel. If the bending strength of a panel is divided 
among a large number of corrugations, as in the case of 
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the sine-wave panels, then the plastic failure .of the 
outer fibers of a few corrugations causes a redistribu-
tion of the load into some of the other corrugations. 
Consequently, ihe panel is able to withstand considerable 
lateral deflection without experiencing a total collapse. 
As this type of panel continues to deflect laterally, the 
membrane forces become quite large, and the panel may ex-
hibit a large amount of buckling strength before it col-
lapses. As an example, the final failure of the sine-wave 
panels occurred at a load approximately three times the 
buckling load. On the other hand, if the bending strength 
of a panel is contained by a few relatively deep corruga-
tions, as in the case of the Butlerib panels, the outer 
fibers of the major corrugations experience high stresses 
for relatively small lateral deflections and consequently 
the major corrugation collapses resulting in an overall 
panel collapse. Thus, this type of panel exhibits very 
little post buckling strength. 
In conclusion, it can now be st~ted that the gene-
ral problem of buckling of an arbitrary corrugated panel 
under shear loads is now much more clearly defined than 
before. With the new techniques presented in this re-
port it is possible to examine specific corrugated panels 
and det~rmine their behavior when loaded· in shear. It is 
the author's belief that the discrepancies between the 
theoretical and experimental results presented in this 
thesis are due largely to the imperfect experimental 
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specimens used. If experiments could be performed on 
more perfect experimental specimens, i.e. ones which are 
carefully formed with no pre-stress and fastened at their 
edges so that the boundary conditions assumed in the 
theoretical analysis are satisfied, there would most prob-
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Dashed lines represent the buckling loads 
predicted using the single term approxi-
mation for w 
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Number of terms used from the infinite series 
to approximate w. 
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Figure 32. Buckling load versus the number of terms used 
to approximate w, Sine-wave Panels, 













a = 151 lwr. limit 
Dashed iines represent the buckling 
loads predicted using the single 
term approximation for VJ 
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a = 9 1 
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1 lwr. limit 
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Number of terms used from the infinite series 
to approximate w. 
Figure 33. Buckling load versus number of terms used to 






















---- upr. limit 
a = 9 feet 
limit 
a = 15 feet 
limit . 
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·- - - - --- -
hff. limit 
a = 9 feet 
Dashed lines represent the buckling loads 
predicted using the single term approxi-
mation for \•J 
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Q1....-~---!.~~-l-~~-l.-~~.l--~~~~-.J...'~~-'-·~~_,_~__. 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 
Number of terms used from the infinite series 
to approximate w. 
Figure 34. Buckling load versus the number of terms used 
to approximate w, Butlerib Panels, b = 9.58 feet. 
Figure 35. Test Frame. 
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Figure 37. Corner C of Test Frame, Load Cell and Recorder, 
Hydraulic Jacks and Pressure Cylinder. 
Figure 38. Corner A of Test Frame and Gage D4 . 
Figure 39. Corner D of Test Frame (Main Pin) and Gages D1 and D2 . 





All radii are inside dimensions and all dimensions are 
given in inches. 
Panel Properties 
I = 2.82xh in4 
s = 14.06 in. 
q = 12.0 in .. 
E = 30 x 106 psi 
G = 11.5 x 106 psi 
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\ . \- __ ,. 
3 
(repeating cross-section) 
dimensions given in inches 
Panel Properties 
s = 12.9 in. 
q = 12.0 in. 
I = .343 in4/ft (20 gage steel) 
I = .385 . 4/f' 1n r (24 gage steel) 
d = .470 in (20 gage steel) 
d - • 496 in • (24 gage steel) 
E = 30 x 106 psi 
G = 11.5 x 106 psi 





(il___ ~ /.\-/.\ ' 
~'Si. SLO?'C. .J------1 ,,,,.fl 
~0°461 
·~ j~~' L-~~ 




All dimensions are given in inches 
Panel Properties 
I = 59.2xh in4 
s = 22.13 in .. 
q = 18.0 in. 
E = 30 x 106 psi 
G = 11.5 x 106 psi 
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Figure 43. Drawing of the Cross-Section of the M36 Panel. 
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Figure 45. Butlerib Panel Installed in the Test Frame. 
Figure 46 Butlerib Panel Edge Fasteners. 
Figure 41 Butlerib Panel 15 feet wide 
and 13.58 feet long after 
Buckling. 
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Figure 4a Butlerib Panel 9 feet wide 
and 13.58 feet long after 
Buckling. 
Figure 49. Butlerib Panel 9 feet wide 
and 9.58 feet long after 
Buckling. · 
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Figure 51. Load versus shear deflection at point B, 
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Figure.52. Load versus lateral and shear deflections, 
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Maximum Lateral Deflection -in. 
Figure 53. Load versus maximum lateral deflection, 
Butlerib Panel, a = 9 feet, b = 9.58 feet. 
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.5 1.0 1. 5 2.0 
.Maximum Lateral Deflection--in. 
Figure 54. Load versus maximum lateral deflection, 
Butlerib Panel, a = 15 feet, b = 9.58 feet. 
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Figure 56. Load versus maximum lateral deflection, 
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Figure 57. Load versus maximum lateral deflection, Sine-
wave Panels, 24 gage steel. 




Plan View of testing frame 












~-- M36 Panel 
dia steel bolt 
Figure 59. M36 Panel edge and splice attachments. 
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Figure 60. Sine-wave Panel 
Before Testing. 
Figure 61. M36 Base Angle. 
Figure 62. M36 Panel 9 feet wide and 


















DETERMINANT OF COEFFICIENTS DEFINING THE BUCKLING LOAD WITH M,N = 1 THROUGH 7 
Ail A22 A13 
\(% 




Coefficients of A , p,q = 1 - 7 pq 
A33 A24 A42 A44 A15 
0 -.178 -.178 -.712 0 .800 -1.44 0 0 0 .318 ki.yPc.\\ K1j/?c.R 0 0 -1. 14 .320 .457 0 ky?c.R, 0 .320 -1.14 .457 0 
"'-~y\')t:.9-.. 2 • 0 6 2.06 -3.94 0 
"'~<.R 0 0 1.48 
\\.y1'?c.\\ 0 .127 
\(~0(.~ .592 "\Y-rc.9, NOTE: These values not shown since this is a symmetric matrix. 
A35 A51 A53 A55 
0 0 0 0 
-.571 .318 -.571 -.227 
0 0 0 0 
.Q 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 -2.67 .. 127 .817 -1. 06 .817 1.48 -2.67 -1. 06 
3.81 .592 3.81 -4.93 
0 0 0 0 "''!>0c..R_ 0 0 0 
X.c:i/?c.?,. 0 0 
\(.s0c..R 0 . 
ko;0c..v, 
1 1 \ -.114 
2 2 0 





2 4 0 
4 . 2 0 
4 .· 4 \ 0 
1. 5 -1. 82 
3~ 5 3.28 
5 1 . 082 
5 1 3 .317 
5 5 1.30 















TABLE 1 (continued) 
A46 A62 A64 A66 A17 A37 
-.048 -.114 -.048 -.029 0 0 
0 0 0 0 .207 -.374 
-.178 .206 -.294 -.115 0 0 
-.294 -.445 -.178 -.115 0 0 
-1.14 .800 -1.14 -.445 0 0 
0 0 0 0 .565 -1.02 
0 0 0 0 • 083 . 534 
0 0 0 0 ·• 226 1. 45 
-.728 .082 1 .·~81 -.488 0 0 
-4. 68 • 317 .1. 48 -.1. 82 0 0 
. 381 -1.a2 -~:2a .. -4.ss o o 
1.48 3 .. 28 -41.68:· -1.82 0 0 
6 • 07 1. 3 0 6 • 07 '· -7 • 43r ~. 0 0 
0 0 0 6, 2~15 .I -3.88 
""(.,/?c.~ ~ 0 '0 . .'/. ·."8·: 9 ..3.' 5 e 5 5 
\<.c.·z. / ?c.~ 0 ~O '"· 053 • 2 08 
\<.,.,;f(.~.. o· ,,· 146; • 567 


















0 since this is a symmetric "n/?c.R 0 




























































































DETERMINANT OF COEFFICIENTS DEFINING THE BUCKLING LOAD WITH M = 1 THROUGH 18, N = 1,. 2 
Coeff ic1ents of Apq' p = 1-18' q = 1 and 2 
M N All A22 A31 A42 A51 A62 A71 A82 A91 Al0,2 All,l A12 2 A13 1 













k~c~ - .444 0 -.178 0 - .114 0 -.085 0 -.067 0 - . 056 0 '1<.n/r~~ • 800 0 .318 0 .207 0 .156 0 .125 0 .105 "'-""3/Pc.-q,_ -1.14 0 -.445 0 -.291 0 -.220 0 -.177 0 
k<\y'i'c.~ 1.48 0 .565 0 .369 0 .279 0 .227 
"'-sy?(.~ -1.82 0 -.684 0 -.445 0 -.337 0 
k<oyVc·;\ 2.15 0 .. ·soo · 0 . 518 0 .391 
¥-1/'?c.R -2.67 0 -.915 0 -.590 ·o 
kiaz./vc.~ 2.83 0 1. 03 0 .661 
Y..0y'?c9- -3.16 0 -1.14 0 
¥.\ti,1../?c.\1-, 3.49 0 1.2.5 
kn,/rc.«. -3.83 0 




















TABLE 2 (continued) 
DETERMINANT OP COEFFICIENTS DEFINING THE BUCKLING LOAD WITH M = 1 THROUGH 18. N=l,2 
Coefficients of Apq' p = 1-18, q = 1 and 2 
Al4,2 A15,l A16,2 A17,1 A18,2 
-.048 0 -.042 0 -.037 
0 • 090 0 .080 0 
-.150 0 -.130 0 -.115 
0 .191 0 .166 0 
-.273 0 -.231 0 -.201 
0 • 318. 0 .269 0 
-.445 0 -.361 0 -.306 
0 .497 0 .403 0 
-.730 0 -.549 0 -.444 
0 .800 0 .600 0 
-1.37 0 -.869 0 -.647 
0 1.48 0 .940 0 
-4.50 0 -1.60 0 -1.01 
k,l\>~/?cR 4.83 0 1. 70 0 
k1-:.,0·{.'l..., -5.17 0 -1.82 
K\t.,1"-/?'"' 5.50 0 
\.,.,,vp(.R -5.82 
NOTE: These values not k\~(Y?c.~ 
shown since this 




IDENTIFICATION OF TESTS 
Panel Test Panel Dimensions (feet) 
Configuration Numbers a b 
M36 Rl 3.0 8.0 
R2 
M36 R3 6.0 12.0 
M36 R4 9.0 12. 0 
Butlerib RlO 
Rll 15.0 13.58 
R12 
Butlerib R20 
R21 9.0 13.58 
R22 
Btitlerib R30 
R31 9.0 9.58 
R32 
Butlerib R40 15.0 9.58 
Sine-wave R50 8.0 9.58 (20 gage mat'l) R51 
Sine-wave R52 8.0 9.58 (24 gage mat'l) R53 
TABLE 4 
CONVERGENCE OF BUCKLING LOAD FOR 
BUTLERIB AND SINE-WAVE PAN.ELS 
Buckling Load - -:tl+~/m 
!Number Butlerib Butlerib Butlerib But le rib 
!of terms !a=15' ,b=l3.58'1a=9' ,b=l3 •. 58 a=9' ,b=l3.58' a=l5' ,b=9.58' jin series p--;-Toh = l h = h = l h = h = h = . h .= 
I • 0191" . 021 7" . 0191 Tf • 021 7 ff • 0191 TT • 0217 TT .0191" .0217n 
I 
2 153.3 174 .1 91.9 104.5 261.9 298.3 436.5 495.5 
I 4 48.8 56.9 29.9 34.3 83.6 95.4 138.71 157.5 
I 6 29.2 33.4 20.1 23.71 50.9 58.6 81.6 92.8 
8 I 21.8 25.3 18.2 22.0 39.7 46.8 58.3 66.6 10 18.8 22.3 l 18.1 21.9 36.2 43.6 46.5 53.6 
12 17.8 21.5 18.1 21..9 35.8 43.5 40.1 47.31 
14 17.8 21.5 18.1. 21.9 35.8 43.5 36.9 45.0 
I 
16 17.8 21.5 18.1 21.9 35.8 43.5 35.6 43.1 
18 17.8 21.5 18.1 21.9 35.8 43. ·s 35.5 43.0 I 
I 
' Sine-Wave Sine-Wave -, 
a=S· ,b=9.58' a=8· .b=9.58 I 
h = I h = h = I 11 = .0191" .. 0217" .0191" 1 .0217nl 
41.4 47 ·~ 55.2 63.0 
22.5 27.1 14.8 17.4 
20. 9 25.5 12.7 15.4 
20.8 25.4 12.6 15 .. 4 
20.8 25.4 12.6 15.4 




PREDICTED BUCKLING LOADS FOR THE BUTLERIB AND SINE-\vAVE PANELS 
DERIVED· FROM THE SINGLE TERM APPROXIMATION w. 
Panel Panel Thickness Buckling Load 
Identification Dimensions inches (lb/in) a(ft) b(ft) 
.0191 18.3 Butlerib 15 13.58 . 0217 22.3 
.0191 18.4 Butlerib 9 13.58 . 0217 22.3 
.0191 36.8 Butlerib 9 9.58 . 0217 44.8 
.0191 36.8 Butlerib 15 9.58 • 0217 44.7 
.0363 21. 0 Sine-Wave 8 9.58 .0411 25.4 
• 024:3 12.6 Sine-Wave 8 9.58 .0277 15.4 
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TABLE 6 
IDENTIFICATION OF EQUIPMENT 
Load Cell - Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton Corporation, Electronics 
~nd Instrumentation Division, Waltham, Massachu-





100,000 pounds, Serial No. 10937 · 
- Gilmore Industries, Cleveland, Ohio, Model 170, 
Serial 369. 
- Blackhawk Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wisconson, Capac-
ity 20 tons, Model R251, Serials A891994 and 
A707601. 
Cylinder - Sprague Engr. Corporation, Gardena, California, 
. Model No. S-216-DR-60, Serial No. R-60-5-64, 






- L. S. Starrett Co., Athol., Mass., No. 25-T6, 
.0001°, KU No. 2216-4632-80. 
- L. S. Starrett Co., Athol., Mass., No. 25-F, 
.OOlrr, KU No. 2216-4632-02. 
- B. C. Ames Co., Waltham, Mass., • 001", No. 4224, 
KU No. 2235-4632-020. 
L. S. Starrett Co., Athol., Mass., No. 25-5, 
• 001", KU No. 2216-4632-04. 
- B. C. Ames Co., Waltham, Mass., .001rr, No. 4224, 
KU No. 2235-4632-019. 
TABLE 7 
Data From Test RlO, Butlerib, a = 15 ft, b = 13.58 ft. 
Load Shear Gage Deflections (in) Shear 
(lbs/ft) Def lee-(lbs) Dl D2 D3 . D4 ti on (in) 
l 350e 23. o.oooa 0.0018 Oe023 Oa0l4l 0G0066 610 lj 41 ft 0.0055 000038 Oo037 000183 030098 
900e 60. Oe0124 000065 Oo056 000228 000149 
1210. 8le o.01s9 Oc0093 Oo076 0~0278 000207 
15000 100& 0.0233 Oc0109 0.092 000318 000266 
lP,10• 121. Oe0276 0.0121 Oc.108 000368 Oo03l6 
2100. 140. Oe03l6 Oo0l39 0.123 0 "0'<}08 Oc0376 
21.10. 161. o.0362 0.0157 Oel4l 0~01.59 Oe04£. .. 3 
2100. urn. 0.0403 Oo0l70 Ool58 000501 000515 
3010. 2010 Oe0'-t47 o.01a3 Ool 78 000548 ·0.0612 
3300. 220. Oe0486 0"0197 Ool99 000592 000725 
36000 ?.40. Oe0525 0.0213 Oe227 000642 000903 
3900. 260. o.ossa Oe0230 o.264 Oe069l Ool174 
4200. 2AOe Oe0597 I 0.0253 Oe325 000742 Oel672 , .. 50 0. 300e 0.063'+ 000206 0111428 Oo079l 002585 
4800. 320. 0.0669 0.0336 Oo593 000839 004155 
4820. 321. 0.0691 Oe0375 Oo738 000855 005479 
'•990. I 333. 000698 0.0399 Oo833 000855 Oe6398 
5010. I 3 3 1+. ~ 0.0698 Oe0399 lo93B 000855 le7448 
TABLE 8 
Data From Test Rll, Butlerib, a = 15 ft, b = 13.58 ft. 
Load Shear Ga~ e Deflections (in) Shear 
(lbs) (lbs/ft' n, D?. D~ D4. Def lee-ti.Qo(in) 
3000 20. Oe0027 Oo00l8 0 ai02 l Oo0l09 Oo005B 
600. 40e Oa009A 000050 Oo043 0~0183 Oc0l03 
9000 600 Oo0l63 000018 Oe064 Oe0248 000157 
l.?.10 e I 81. o.o.21s Oe0l03 Oo084 Oo03 ll 000219 
1500e lOOo 0~0257 Oc0120 OolOO 000361 000273 
18000 120. 0.0299 Oc0136 Ooll6 Oo04l0 000326 
21000 1 '•0. 000344 000153 Ool33 0«>0453 Oe0387 
21,,0 0. 160. 000386 0~0108 Ool?O Oc0501 000456 
2700. 180. Oo 0£~32 0~0185 Ool70 000549 0 0 05'~6 
3010. 201. 0 & 0'• 77 0.0201 Ool90 000597 Oe063S 
3250. 217 o Oo0'~99 000212 Oo207 000628 000745 
3310e 22lo 0.0523 000223 Oo235 000660 Or0959 
3600~ 240. 000558 000243 Oo?.73 0,,0102 001243 
3900. ?. 60. 060593 Oe0273 0&346 000752 Ool859 
4050., 210~ 000608 Oa0293 Oo410 000777 0 0 2'+4 l 
1.,00 0. 267. Oe0608 000298 0 c440 000778 0~2736 
4200e 2no. 0.0625 0~0304 Oo653 010810 064811 
4090. 273. 0.0628 000366 Oo690 000804 Oe5l24 
4300. 287e 0.0641 o.o40R o.833 0 (!I 0817 006488 
4060• 27L, 0.0632 of.) 0418 Oo880 000787 Oo69R7 
4210. · 2fllo 000641 000468 lo050 000804 008614 
4010. 267. o.c632 Oe0479 10097 000782 Oo9l03 
I~ 2 3 0 o 282. o.0643 000538 1.-300 000806 l1;l042 
3730& 249"' Oe06l3 I 
o.o54S le347 000754 lcil585 
0&0632 o.011a 10 94 5 000804 
,. 
lc.7333 I I '• l 70. 2 78. I 
TABLE 9 
Data From Test Rl2, ·Butlerib, a = 15 ft, b = 13.58 ft. 
Load Shear Gage Deflections (in) Shear 
(lbs) :1bs/ft) Dl D2 D3 D4 
Def lee-
ti on (in) 
310. I 21. 0.0029 000024 Oo025 Oe0159 0 (l 00'+3 
600. 40. 0.0099 000056 Oe046 000235 o.oo7a 
900.a 60. Oe0l66 Oe0082 Oo067 000302 Oo0l30 
1 ?00. BO. Oe0221 0.0106 Oo085 0.0359 000175 
1500. I lOOt 000261· Oe0!23 Oo099 000412 000207 1800e 120. 0.0301 Oe0142 Ooll4 000459 0~0252 
2100. 140. 0 0 0 3'~'· 0~0157 Ool29 0 e050l> 000299 
24· 3 0. 162. Oe0391 0.0175 Ool46 000558 Oa035l 
2100. ino. Oe043l o.01so I Oel60 Oe0603 000394 3000. 200. Oe0476 Oe0204 Ool77 000651 0.0456 
33000 I 220c 0.0514 000223 0~194 000694 000527 3600. 240. o.osso 'Jo0238 Oo214 000738 000631 
3900. 260. 0.0583 000256 I 
Oo250 000787 0G0893 
4230. 282~ 0.06?.1 Q.,0308 Oo433 Oa0850 Oe2573 
l. 50 0. 300. 000653 
I 
0$0383 Oo667 000897 004762 
4270 .. 285~ o.0638 Oe0479 Oo945 000884 007478 
4520. 30la 0.0679 Oe0696 lo720 000904 l.4960 
TABLE 10 
Data From Test R20, Butlerib, a = 9 ft, b = 13.58 ft. 
Load Shear ·Gage Deflections (in) Shear 
(lbs) (lbs/ft) Dl Dz D3 D4 Def lee-ti on (in) 
210. 230 Oe0017 0.0009 0.014 000021 0.0069 
1$.00. 1+4 6 Oa0060 Ott0039 01)032 000057 000097 
6000 67. OoOll.l Oe007l Oo058 01)0129 Oo0l35 
800. 89. 0.0162 000099 Oo08l 0~0111 Oc0188 
1000. lllo 0.0210 Oe0l28 OolOl 0~0219 0~0223 
1200. 1330 o .. 02'+1 Oo0l'+8 Oo 118 000251 000272 
l400it 156. 000271 I Oe0l67 Oo 1.34 000284 Oe0318 1600. 1780 I o.02c;a o.ola4 Oel50 0&0316 000367 1800. 200. 0.0321 0.0200 00166 0~0348 0.0417 2000. 222. 011035l. l 0.0219 Ool85 000378 0"0497 
2200. 24'-+ & 0.0302 O.'J246 Oe216 0 cO'dO Oe0681 
24 lO"J 268~ 0.0410 000276 Oo298 000442 Oel369 
2610. 290. 0.0439 Oe033l Oo458 000467 002808 
2720. I 3020 0.0457 Oe0389 Oo645 0 ... 04Bl o<J '~542 
2 7 1+ 0 .. I 30lt-. I 0 e 01+66 o~os10 1.045 I OoOL+Sl Oc8339 2660. 296. I o.0461 I Oe0542 lo205 Oe0ll6 100482 I 
TABLE 11 
Data From Test R21, Butlerib, a= 9 ft, b = 13.58 ft 
Load Shear Gage Deflections (in) Shear 
(lbs) (lbs/ft) Dl Dz D3 D4. 
Def lee-
ti on (in) 
200s 22. Oe0016 0.0010 Oo013 Oo00l8 01;)0062 
1.00 & 44& o.oos3 0.0035 0~030 000052 000098 
600e 67e 0.0103 Oi!t0062 Oo050 000087 0" 0 l l;.6 
800 D A9. Oa0l58 0.0093 Oe074 000139 0&0191 
lOOOo l 110 0.0206 Oe0l23 Oo097 000183 000252 
1200. 133. 0.0235 OeOl'+O Ooll2 000216 000287 
1400. 1560 0.0263 Oo0l59 Ool27 0 .. 0248 Oc0325 
1600. 1788 0.0291 0.0112 0 0 l'"" 3 000279 Oe0382 
1 noo. 200e Oe0318 000189 Oel58 Oc0'.307 000429 
2000~ 2221t Oe0344 
I 
000208 Ool74 000331 000492 
22000 244e 0.0312 0$0221 OC') 193 000357 000536 
2400. 2679 0. 01~00 0. 02iJ.9 Oe272 Or.t0385 OoJ.256 
2600. 289. 0.0428 I 000309 o.478 000405 0 0 3 J. 514" 2750. 306e 0. 01.45 0.0369 Oe675 000420 Oc4985 
2690. 299. 0 6 Q l+l~L• 0. 01+ 2 8 Os935 Ot>04l8 Oo749b, 
2650. 294. Oa0444 0.0488 lol98 ·Oo0396 100065 
2610. 2900 o. 041-t 2 0.0630 le675 000418 104572 
TABLE· 12 
DATA FROM TEST R22, BUTLERIB, a = 9 ft, b = 13.58 ft . 
I Load ~Shear Gage Deflections (in) Shear Lateral 
I Clbs) . lbs/ft) ueflectior 
Deflection 
n, D? D~ D4 I'; \ (in2 .. ._,Dr:: 
I 200. 22. 0.0003 0.0005 
Oa0l3 Oo0Dl5 o~669o 0. 003 ~ 
1+00 ft '*"l~ e Oe0036 0.0031 Oo030 000047 000128 0.008 
I 600. 67e 0,,0016 0.0054 I Oo048 Oe0080 Oo0l77 0 . .021 I eoo. r,9. 0.0128 Oe0085 Oo073 Oo0l35. Oe0233 0.039 
1010. 112. o.01e1 0.0115 Oe097 000191 000275 0 .. 063 
12001') 133. 0«i021'· Oe 0134· Oell3 0 If 022l> 0.0316 0 .. 096 
l t+O 0 • 156. 0. 02'+2 0.0153 Ool29 000253 000369 0.134 
1600. 178. 0.0267 0.0172 0. l '• 5 000276 000431 0.190 
l 700. 189. 0 .. 0219 0.0118 I 
0 el 54 Oc029l o. 0'+ 74 0.231 
1800. 200. 0.0292 0.0186 0.163 Oc0305 000515 0.276 
1850. 206 9 o.029a 0.0191 I Ool68 
Oe03ll 000537 0. 304 
l9001t 211. o .. 030 1+. 0 e 0 l 9'• Ool12 Oo03!9 000554 0.340 
1950. 217. Oo03ll 0.0200 o.11A 000326 000587 0.380 
2000. 222. 0.0313 0.020~ ! 0~185 000340 000620 0.439 2050s 
l 
2 ?.8 ti 0.0326 0.0208 Oel92 Oe0347 .0 e 0662 0.517 
2100. 233. 0.0332 0.0211 0.200 000352 000722 0.592 
21 so ... 239. 0.0339 0.0211 0.212 000359 Oe08l3 0.635 
2200~ 24'•. 0. 03'~6 0. 022'• 0.226 000366 0.0924 0.704 
2 25 o. 250. 0. 0 31, 9 0.0230 Oe244 Ot10372 Oftl080 1. 09·2 
2300.a 2 56. 0.0355 o.023s Oe269 Oe0377 0$1302 1.282 
2400. 267. o.0372 0.0261 0.340 Oe0387 Oel940 1.599 
2 500. 268. 0.0385 0.0291 0.420 0 ~ 0lf00 002659 1.856 
?.600. 289. 0.0396 Oe03l2 0e1+9 3 0 0 01+08 003328 2.041 
2700. 300 .. 0.0411 0. 03'+ 5 0.615 Oc0418 004460 2.238 
26 1~0. 291+.. o.04l6 0.0422 o.875 Oc0379 Oe6997 
1 
2ROO• 311. o.0436 I 0.0531 10420 Oo02'+l I 
102387 




I 200. 22. 








I 2200. 2 L•/4' • 
I 
21 .. 0 0. 267. 
26000 289. 
I 2 sea. 3 1 1 .. 
3000. 33.3 G 
32000 I 356. 
3400. I 3 78. 3400. 378. 
31+9 0 e 388. u530. 392. 3590. I 399. 3230. ' 3 59. t 
TABLE 13 
DATA FROM TEST R30, BUTLERIB, 
a = 9 ft, b = 9.58 ft 
Gage Deflections (in) 
D, D? D~ 
I 
D4 
Oe0008 OeCOOO OoOll Oe0012 
Oe0034 000003 0.022 0.0032 
Oe0078 o.oooB 0.035 000058 
0 .. 0132 000033 0 "'056 000097 
o.01s1 0.0060 Oo070 Oe0139 
Oe0229 000076 o.oa3 01)0171 
Ce0255 Oo0087 0.-.094 0~0193 
o.02a1 o.0099 0.106 000218 
0.0309 0.0112 0.111 0 002'+1 
000333 o.012a Ool28 Oit0262 
o.0362 Oe0l37 0.139 000282 
0.0390 0.0148 Oel50 000302 
Qt,i 04 l 8 0.0159 0&161 0.,0323 
o.Ol+48 0.0112 Oel73 0,0347 
0• Olt-19 o~Ol86 Oal87 Oo037l 
Oe0505 o.019a 0.203 0~0392 




0. 0 5 '+6 I o.0348 0 0 l~6 0 Oe0442 
0.0549 o.036S o.630 I 000452 o.os6o 0.0483 I 
Oe900 I 000463 0.0549 0@0559 1.160 000453. 
Shear De- Lateral DE 
f lection f lecti on-D 1: 










0 0 048-2 0.014 




Ool133 0.046 i 002048 0.646 
Oo3ll6 












1600. 1 78. 
1800. 200. 
I 2000., 222. 2200. 2'+4. 
2400. 267. 
26001iil 289. 
2800. 31 L. 
2 8'i-0. 316e 
28901) 321. 
2940. 327. I 2990. 3320 I 
3040. 338. ' 3090. 31v3 • 
3140. 349. 
3190. 3 ~'·. 
32'4'0. i 360 .. 
3290. I 366. 
3 '3'~ 0. I 371. 
3390., I 3770 
TABLE 14 
DATA FROM TEST R31, BUTLERIB, 
a = 9 ft, b = 9.58 ft 
Gage Deflections (in) 
Dl D2 D3 D4 
0.0006 0.0006 Oo009 000008 
0.0034 0.0021 0.019 000026 
0.0013 000038 Oo032 000048 
0.0126 Oe0060 Oe.050 Oo009l 
o.oun o.ooa2 Oo066 0~0130 
0.0221~ 0.0101 Oe081 Oe0171 
0.025'{· 0.0115 Oo093 Oe0l96 
o.02a1 o.012a Oal0'.3 000217 
0.0305 0.0139 Oell4 000237' 
0.0333 0.0150 0.124 000256 
0 .. 0360 Oo0l62 0 0 13'-+ I 000275 
Oe0388 0.0115 Ool45 000294 
0.0416 0.0186 Ool57 000315 
' Oe0'-+45 0.0197 o.169 0.0335 
0 .. 0453 0.0200 0 .172 000340 
Oe0452 0.0203 o.11s Oe0344 
01110465 000206 o.11a 000349 
0.0474 0.0209 Oel32 0.0355 
0~0478 0,.0213 Ottl85 Oe0360 
Oe0l~85 0.0211 o.1s1 000365 
0.01~94 I 0.0220 Ool93 0 00370" 
OsOSOO Oe0227 Oel98 0"&0377 
o.oso6 o.022s Oe203 Oe0382 
0.0514 0.0230 Oe209 o.o:rna 
0.0518 0.0236 0.,215 0.0391 
Oe0525 0.0239 0~223 000398 
Shear De- Lateral De-







000263 -0. 004 
000306 -0. 004 
Oci0339 -0 .. 004 
000387 -0 .. 004 
000423 -0. 004 
000459 -0. 004 










I 0~0760 0.029 0-,0796 . 0. 036 
Oe0838 0.046 
I 000884 0.060 000945 0.084 
TABLE 14 (continued) 
I. 3'+l+O" 382e 000529 0. 021+4 Oo231 OoOt+Ol OolOll 0 .. 107 34900 388. 0.0535 0.0249 Oo243 01)0408 Oollll ·0.154 I 3 5't-0. .393. o.os1+2 Oe0260 0,,212 Oe04l2 Ool376 0.325 
l 36000 '+ 00. 0.0544 000276 Oo302 000419 Ool646 0.597 
I 35 30 .. 392 .. 000541~ 060320 Oe440 Oe0439 002953 1.. 537 3610., l1.01. o.osso 0.0370 0~600 000448 Oe4479 . 
Load Shear 
(lbs) (lbs/ft) 






l lt-0 0 () l 56o 
l600ei l 78. 
1800- 200. 
2000. 222. 
2200. 2'r-4 0 I 2lf00e 2670 
2600. 289fl 




3000a I 333e 3050. 339. 
3100~ I 344,. 
3150. . 3 50. 
3200. ·3 56. 
3250. 36lo 
3300., 367. 
3350. 3 724 
TABLE 15 
DATA PROM TEST R32, BUTLERIB, 
a = 9 ft, b = 9.58 ft. 
Gage Deflections (in) 
Dl D2 D3 D4 
0.0002 000002 0 .. 012 0~0030 
Oe0032 Oo00l7 0 a02'+ 0~0054 
Oe0069 000036 Oe036 Oc0075 
Oe012l Oe0057 Oc052 OoOlOO 
0.0116 000087 0,,,012 000166 
000218 0.0102 Oo084 000190 
0.0244 Oe0115 Oo095 000223 
0.07.10 0.0126 Oel05 000233 
Oe0295 060137 Oell6 000253 
0.0322 000150 0.126 000273 
o.03s1 0G0167 Ool38 000293 
080379 OeOl 76 0011+9 Oo03l0 
o.o,~os o.01a6 Ool6l 000331 
0.0435 Oo0l97 Otd73 000352 
o.0442 0,,0200 Ool77 000357 
Oe0 1 .. s1 Oe0205 Ocl8l 01:10363 
000457 0110208 Oel84 000368 
o.0464 Oo02ll Q_,188 000373 
000471 Ott02l6 Ool92 0~0378 
0.0475 0&0217 0o197 Oe038l) 
0. Ql~8 l 0.0220 Oo20l 000390 
000490 Oa 02 2'i Oo207 Oi.0394 
0.0495 o.022a Oo2l3 0 0 0{+00 
0.0502 0&0231 . 0.220 000405 
0.0508· 
\ 
0.0236 0.229 Oe0412 
Shear De- Lateral Del 
flection flection~D! 
(in) (in) · 
0.0079 I o. 002 
000122 0 .. 004 






Oo040l 0. 030 
Oo0'~34 0.036 
0 0 0'+83 0.045 












000940 0. 216 
0:)1009 0.247 
TABLE 15 (continued) 
31~00 e 3780 Oo05l3 Oe024l I Oo238 000415 Oel086 0.290 I 34500 3836 000518 000247 Oa250 000420 Ooll86 0.354 
3500 .. 389a Oe0525 000260 0~2a2 000424 Ool48l 0.545 
35500 3 9'•. Oo05'.31 0$0265 Oo305 0 0 Ql~29 Ool693 0. 730 
3400e.· 3 78. Oe0531 000290 Oe373 0 0 0l>29 Oo 23l~5 1.470 
35300 392 8 0.0531 Oe0326 Oe460 Oo043l Oo3l68 2.870 --
Load Shear 
_(lbs2 (lbs/ft' Dl 
310. 21. 0.0021 
620. '•le 0.0011 
920. 61. Oa0l32 
1200. 80. 0.0191 
lSOOa 100. 0.0257 
1800. 120. 0.0309 
2100. l t•O • o.o35o 
2510. 167. 0. 0'•01 
2810. 18 7. 0.0442 
31100 201. 0.0477 
3'+ 10(1 227. Oo05ll 
3710. 247. o. 05'+6 
4000. 267. Oe0579 
'• 30 0. 287. 0.0613 
4610. 307. o.o65o 
'+9 20. 328. 0.0688 
5210. 3'• 7. 0.0118 
5510. 367 - 0.0150 
5800. 3A7. 0.0783 
5830. 389. 0.0105 
6100. 407. 0.0800 
TABLE 16 
DATA FROM TEST R40, BUTLERIB, 
a = 15 ft, b.= 9.58 ft 
Gage Deflections (in) 
D2 D3 D4 
0.0010 Oo0l2 OoOOto 
0.0032 0. 02 7 . Oe0150 
Oe0054 Oa044 000224 
Oa0076 Oo058 000283 
0.0102 Oo075 Oe0340 
0.0117 Oo090 000394 
0.0134 0~102 0 e 04lt4 
Oe015t• 0.121 Q.,0505 
0.0170 Ool35 0.0551 
0.0183 0. l '• 8 000595 
o·.0191 Ool60 Oe0634 
o.02os 0.113 000676 
0.0222 Ool87 0.0114 
0.0235. 0.201 Oo07Lt-7 
0. 021~9 Oe217 Oe0787 
0.0265 0.231 000827 
0.0219 0.255 000858 
0.0299 Oo283 000908 
0.0324 Oo331 Oe0953 
0.0375 0.427 Oe0987 
o.0452 o.625 000984 
*Dial of Gage n5 Malfunctioned. 
Shear De- Lateral DE 
fleet ion fleet ion.-..... 
























PREDICTED AND ACTUAL VALUES OP AND 
Panel· lon~hes) Predicted Values Actual Values 
Butlerib 
a = 15 ft .0191 3.1° 10 6. 5°- 13° 10 b = 13.58 ft . 0217 3 .4v . 10 
Butlerib 
a = 9 ft • 0191 3.1° 6 6. 5°-13° 6 b :::: 13.58 ft . 0217 3.4° 6 
Butlerib 
a = 9 ft • 0191 3.1° 9 6.5°-13° 8+ b :::: 9.58 ft .0217 3.4° 8 
Butlerib 
a = 15 ft .·• 0191 3.1° 15 6.5°-13° 14+ b :::: 9.58 ft • 0217 3.4° 14 
Sine-Wave 
a = 8 ft • 0363 7.6° 3 28°-32° 4 b :::: 9.58 ft • 0411 s.2° 4 
Sine-Wave 
a = 8 ft • 0243 6.1° 4 23°-2s 0 4 b = 9.58 ft . 0277 6.6° .4 
I Load ! Shear 
(lbs) (lbs/ft) 




ll;lOo 1 760 
16000 200lj) 
l 80 0 ~ . 225 Ct 
20000 250. 







3200.- I 4001t 
34000 425. 
36001) 450 .. 
38000 4 75 Q 
'i-0 l 0 ~ 5010 ~ 
l>200o 52'.:>o I 






50000 625. I 5200. I 6500 
TABLE 18 
DATA FROM TEST R50, SINE-WAVE, 
a = 8 ft, b = 9.58 ft, 20 gage 
Def ler+ 1 nn s ( ..j t1 ) Gag~e 
Dl i D2 D3 D4 I 
0.0012 OoOOlO 0.034 0~0145 
000034 0.0020 0.039 Oa0l63 
000068 0~0030 Oo049 0.0193 
Oo0l06 Oc-0048 0:;058 
~ 
0.0230 
000153 0&0068 o.o7a 0.0330 
Oe0l91 000085 o.oa6 0.0353 
0~0237 OoOJ.06 o.09a o.031a 
000275 0.0122 0.106 0. 0'+04 
Oo03l0 0.0137 0.115 Oe0431 
000341 Oci0147 0.123 I 0.04,5 Oc0369 o~ol61 0,132 Oe0483 0.:.0396 0.0169 Ool40 o.oso1 
0~0424 0.0186 Oel47 0.0535 
000449 
f 
0~0193 o.156 000557 
Oo0475 I 000:205 0&163 Oe058l 0 0 01 .. 99 I 000218 Ool7l Ow0605 
000522 I 0.0229 0.119 Oa0623 000546 Oe0241 0 .19 l 000646 
000571 0 .. 0252 OQ20l 000668 
Oo0595 0.0260 Oe2ll 0.0691 
Oe0618 Oe0270 0.2?.2 0.0111 
Oo06L}2 ! 0~02a1 Oe231 Oe073l 
000667 000294 I . 0 0 24 3 0~0754 
0.0691 000306 o.254 o.osl3 
000713 000311 Oo266 Oe0789 














0.0109 0 .. 044 l 0.0191 0.054 0.0206 0 .. 057 
0.0205 0.063 
0.0225 0 .. 069 








0~0523 1. 014 
0.0635 1. 058 l 0.0112 1.104 
TABLE 18 (continued) 
I .5400. 6 75. 000760 0.0342 Oa293 Oe0827 Oo078l 1. 139 5610. 101. 0. 07.83 0.0358 Oe3l0 000847 000886 1.166 
I 5 800& 725. Oo08lO 0.0311 0.337 000864 Oo 1087 1.215 6000. 750. OoOR3l 000392 Oe352 000882 Ool176 1.244 62100 7760 o .. oss1~ o.o4oB 0.312 000898 0~1315 1. 267 
~ 
6420. 803. 000876 Oa.0422 o.391 0&0914 0 0 ll~4 7 1.285 
6670. 828. 0.0900 o.0'•37 Oo4l0 Oe0933 
I 
Ocl572 I 1..308 68100 851. 0.0923 000452 Oo428 Oe0952 001688 1. 334 I. 1000. 8 7:>. 0. 09 '+'• 0 • 0 1t68 0. 41+6 000969 Ool808 1. 363 I 7200. 900. 000966 Oe048l Oe464 Oc0936 0.1930 1.400 
I 
7410. 926.., 0&0991 0.0499 Oo485 Ool006 002070 1.458 
i 7600 .. 950e1 Ool013 I 000506 o.so6 Oel030 002221 1. 512 g ~moo. 975. 0.1036 0.0531 o.s30 Ool055 002377 1. 567 
I 8000. 1000. 0.1060 000549 Co554 Ool08'+ Oa2539 1.641 
! 
82100 I 102611 o.1oa4 0.0564 Oo580 Ooll09 Oe2727 1. 720 
81~0 0. l 1050 0 0.1105 0.0578 o.606 Ooll34 002919 1. 79.1 
I B600. 1075. 0.1128 0.0597 Oo632 Ooll58 Oo3l06 1.878 
8800. 1100~ Ool204 0.0616 o.670 Ooll90 003349 1.989 
9010. 1126. 001216 0~0629 Oo700 Oel2l4 Oe'.3593 2.101 
9210. 1151. 0 .1231._ Oe0659 06738 Oell56 Oe3986 2.167 
I 9610. 1201. 0.1265 0.0694 Oo797 Oell75 Oo4L•80 2.468 10000. 1250. 0.1310 0.0757 Oo896 Ool208 005312 2.664 
2.01+ 10. 1301. Ool353 0.0841 la061 Ool247 006774 -
· I 10800. l 13 50. Oel398 I 
000976 1. 31'• Oel297 0119042 4.000 
108701' I 1359. 0 .1411+ Ool274 1.876 0~1305 lo4302 10370£ 1296. 0.1314 0.1556 2e499 Oel270 2.02ao I -
Load 1 Shear 
(lbs) l(lbs/f~) 
400c 50 ~ 
i 8000 lOOc t 12100 15io ~ 





3200 0 400Q 
36000 lt-50 Q 
I 
3890~ 4 79~ 
40000 5000 
ljolf20 .. 5530 
I L+.810 o I 6011> I 5200~ I 6500 56200 7030 
60000 l 7500 r 





95901) I 11990 lOOOOe 1250 0 
l 039 0 0 I 12990 10800.a 13-500 
109700 I 1371~ 
TABLE 19 
DATA FR.OM TEST R5 l, SINE-WAVE, 
a = 8 ft, b = 9.58 ft, 20 Gage 
Gage Deflections (in) 
Dl D2 D 3 D4 
000027 Oo0024 I OoOll 000047 Oo009l 000048 
I 
0.021 0 .. 0091 
000171 000080 0.046 0.0139 
000260 0~0112 Oo066 000181 
000322 Oa0l39 QgOS2 0.0231 
0.0377 000160 Oo098 Oe0279 
000430 o .. 01e1 0~119 Oo0'.369 
Oo0't77 000200 0. 13'~ 0 0 OL+08 
000525 000222 Oitl50 000448 
01110553 000243 Ool67 0.0469 
000572 Ov025l 0~185 o.04a3 
Oo06l9 000270 0.201 000520 
000661 000294 0.231 0(10552 
000708 Oo03l7 Oo259 000589 
000757 000348 Oo293 Olil0623 
O<a0800 000370 0.., 324 O.a0653 
000847 000399 Oo356 Oe0689 
000891 000422 Oa389 ; 010718 
000933 I 000446 Oo424 0.0744 
000977 Oe0482 011462 000784 
Ool023 0.0524 Ow508 000807 
Oolll3 0~0591 o.619 0.0868 
Ool226 o.0693 o.ao5 0.0943 
Ool264 000755 o~926 0.0990 
Ool307 000847 1.094 0.1026 
o.1352 0.1042 1"433 Oel053 
Ool362 o.1377 2.239 o.103a 
Shear Lateral D~ I Def lectio. 1flection--D 5 ( ..j ,, ') (.; ~ '\ ' 
o.oooa 0 
0.0021 0 t 
0.0033 0 
















0 0 16 36 1. 673 
o.1as3 1. 791 
I 0&2129 1.911 0. 2l•65 2.043 
o.3332 2.371 
0114869 2.866 
I o.5912 3.148 007398 3.377 
I l.0484 l.8163 
TABLE 20 
DATA FROM TEST R52, SINE-WAVE, 
a = 8 ft, b = 9.58 ft, 24 gage 
J Load Shear Gage Deflections (in) Shear De- Lateral De-
l_C_l_b_s_) __ .:-(_l_b_s_/_f_t_)__._!--_-_-_-_-D=,==:::::::n::?::::::~:=D=~===::::==-D-:L1===~-:-£_1_i.7'""""~L,..1.~..L..,~1-o-n_-r-_£_1.\.-.l.? I~§ o ~ 5 320. 40~ 0.0022 0.0011 0.011 0.0011 o,ooso 0.020 
600. 75. 0.0072 0.0033 Oe023 000052 000064 0.052 
890. i11. 0.0129 0.0060 0.039 ooooe7 ooooa3 o.094 
1200. 150. 0.0191 000088 Os055 000124 000103 0.159 
l500o 188. 000259 Oo0ll8 Oo073 000163 Oe0l33 0.367 
1800. 225. 0.0309 Oe0139 0~092 Oe0198 000206 0.703 
2100. 263. o.0351 o.0161 I Oftll7 Oo024l 000338 0.971 
2400. 300. 0.0392 0.0184 o.146 Oo0289 o.oso2 1.069 
2700. 338. o-0431 Oe0208 Ool86 Oe0337 000780 1.171 
3000. 375. 080451 0.0233 0.212 000405 000910 1.315 
3310. 414. 0.0506 0.0257 0.247 000435 Ooll41 1.452 
3600. 450. Oe0540 0.0~85 Oo286 000460 Ool434 1.580 
3910. 489. o.os11 0~0313 0.329 Oo048B 0.1160 1.100 
4100. 513. 0.0599 0.0334 o.360 · o.oso2 002006 1.874 
4400. 550. Oa0630 0.0362 0.407 0~0527 002380 1.984 
4700. sos. o.0665 0.0394 o.461 Oo055l o.2a20 2~109 
5000. 625.. o.0697 0.0433 Oo524 000576 003342 2.255 
5300. 663. o.0734 o.0477 Oe600 000599 003985 2.338 
5610. 701. 0.0773 000531 0.701 000621 Oe4867 2.594 
5900. 738. o.oaos 0.0595 o.1aa 0.0641 005604 2.s74 
6210. 776. o.0849 o.0759 le2l6 Oe0650 009639 3.102 
6soo. 013. 0.0850 0.1014 i.101 0.0622 104223 
Load Shear 
(lbs) (lbs/ft) 











3000 •. 375. 
3300" 1..i3. 
I 3600. 450. 
I 
3910. 489 .. 
, .. 210.- 526~ 
, .. 50 0. 563e 
4800e 600. 
5100. 6380 







DATA FROM TEST R53, SINE-WAVE, 
a = 8 ft, b = 9.58 ft; 24 gage 
Gage Deflections (in) 
Dl D2 D3 D4 
0.0011 0.0001 0.010 000017 
0.0063 Oe0022 0.023 Oo005l 
000122 0 • OOl~ 5 0.037 000086 
o.01a2 o.oo5s o.os1 OoOl23 
o.02so 0.0093 Qi;067 Oo0E)9 
Oe0304 Oe0116 Oe082 Oo019'+ 
0.031.3 0.0135 Oel04 000236 
o.o3a5 0«0156 Ool35 Oe0333 
0. 01+22 o.011a. 0.162 000364 
0.0459 0.0200 Oo202 Oo039t+ 
O • Ot+95 Oe0224 0.235 0. 01~23 
0.0531 0.0250 0.274 0 0 Q4l}9 
0.0565 0.0211 Oo3l7 000473 
000599 0.0305 0 - 361+ 000501 
0.0632 0.0333 Ostd 7 Oe0525 
0.0665 0~0370 OoL+76 ) Oo05'+7 
0.0103 o.04ll 0.,549 000569 
Q.,0738 000452 o~630 000593 
0.0115 o.osoo Oo725 Oo06l3 
000810 Oe0590 Oe9l5 000626 
0. 084!+ 090600 le125 Oe0636 
Shear De- Lateral De-




000108 0. 037. 
Oc0ll7 0.049 I o~ol44 0.078 
Oe0252 0.377 ~ 
I 000382 0.584 l Oc0552 0.857 I 0()0852 1. 598 Ool084 1.755 '1 
I 0.1375 1. 896 
I Ool710 2. 027 








DATA FROM TEST Rl, M36, a = 3 ft, b = 8 ft 
I Gage Deflections (in) Shear 
Load !Shear ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Deflection 
(lbs) l(lbs/ft) D1 D2 D3 D4 (in) 
TABLE 23 
·DATA FROM TEST R2, M36, a = 3 ft, b = 8 ft 




Dl D2 D3 D4 (in) 
420., 140. .0029 .0020 0049 00040 00317 
______ 8 00 __ ! __ __ ?JH_o _ .ooao __ ._Q_Q40_ --~J_Q3 ·0149 •0_$_?_7 __ 
-~-------
f 200· 1100. H00911 00060 .136 .0220 e0610 
_____ 1_620_~_ --~-}~~ : ~}~ ~ __ ._0080 ~I 75 e0?.l_O __ •_SL7J-3 __ 20200 .0090 .206 00310 00915 
2400· __ '=3_9Q• .0253 .. 0100 .237 o0J50 t oJ0~-3~--- ----
21110• 937. "0313 • 0 I I 0 .268 I .0390 ... a, 
---32 to_. _ __ 1_0_7_o. .Q~7~ _._ O_t.?~O __ __ ._3_0_2 ____ • O_Ll3_0 _ •_L~_J_g __ .3tn o. J22Je eOLJIH .0140 .341 00470 • 151 2 
___ 40QO_._ 
-:-~~~t I :-~~-~---!-6~-~~ .371_ _.,_Q_'f_~J • 16_]_] __ If l!OO • • q f 0 ·0529 01898 
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TABLE 24 
DATA FROM TEST R3, M36, a = 6 ft, b = 12 ft. 
Shear Gage Deflections (in) 
(lbs/ft) 
Dl D2 D3 D4 
67. .0018 .0022 .02q ~ oOOJI 
--'-~-~-·---· Q-9_?!_? 00057 • ~)6 0 ____ o Q_O ~L_ 
200· ·0153 ·0084 .091. .0152 
267. ! .0_22_~ ---· _Q_J_Q__2 __ _·_!_L25 __ 09212 ---·-------
• 15~~ ·0269 333. ·0265 . o 0 I 18 
400. .0335 .Oi37 .;83 . .0380 --4-6-7. - -.0.392 .Of53 ·217 00422 
533. .0448 .0168 .242 .o4~s ---------.-o-50-2 600. • 0 ' b 3~ .266 00495 
657. .0557 .0199 .289 .0530 -- ----·----- --------- -----··-- ---------
733. .0612 .0215 .3JJ 00562 
__ 8=_00. .0664 ~0233 • .338 .Q_S_~_J_ 
867. .0110 .0250 0363 00622 
gJJ. .0762 n0268 0390 e0651 --------·--~.-o(~T3------F=i _____ --------·-1000. .0285 .423 ·068.3 
1067. .0864 ' __ !__Q}9?__ .4~~- • o 7 c a ---,-,-.fJ-.- ---·------~ - --------.0909 .0320 .q37 .0737 
1200. .0953 .03L$0 0524 .0771 -----·-· 
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DATA FROM TEST R4, M36, a = 9 ft, b = 12 ft 
Load !Shear I Gage Deflections (in) !Shear 
(lbs) (lbs/ft) D 1' D j D j Def~ection 1 2 1 D~ (1n) 
---------~ ~-~ : __ , _ _;_~ :_l_:_g_~_~_6_l_:Z g~ ~ : ~;-~ _:_~-~-~~-_:_~-~-~-~--
12 o o. 1JJ. .0139 .0090 .oa2 .0244 .024J 
_____ I f3_Q_O_& _____ LJJt• • o UL~- _•_QJ_Q_~--___ ,, L Q_$ _•_Q_~ 4_e __ .•_o_3_i_2 __ 
2000. 222. .0235 .0116 &fJJ o04J7 e0369 
__ ;>__'!_ C_O _• ____ 2_fj 7 • • 0 2 8 7 8 0 I 2 8 • I S ~ o_Q_~~-- o Q_L+__? __ S __ 
2aoo. 311. .oJ39 .01q1 .i1s .os57 .0479 
___ 3 2_0 o _• ____ __3_5_§___!_ __ ._O_~JtL_ --~O_L~___.__1_9_~ _•_0_6_2_0 • Q_5_"L ~--
3600. 400. .oq34 .ot68 ~2t3 .0611 oosag 
_____ ll· '  0. 0 .0 e ___ Lf_~_'! __ • • 0 4. ?_f? __ .__9__L~_2 _ ,. 2_3._I ~ll._2~o 0_6_5 __ 3 __ 
44f O• 490. .os;g .0201 .2qa .01so .0103 
__ 4_~_C_Q_•__ S_.33 • ~ 0563 • 02.J 3 ._2_9_4 ____ • 0_7_81' tL0_7_~_t_ 
5210· 579. .0603 .0226 .281 ·0822 ·0817 
__ 56_C 0 • ____ fj_2_2...! ___ • 0_9_42 ____ ._()_2_3 8 ._2_9_7 ____ ~Q_8_5_1 ~ Q __ 8_8_2 __ 
6000• 667• .068ij 00249 .31q •0891 o09ql 
5tioo. 111. .0121 .0261 .331 00927 .1002 
--6 8. o o-~--,-is-6·:--:o 1ii+- --. iJ2-i2-- --:is_J_ ·--. 0-9-s a- ; .-,--,-a--
12 co. BOO. .0814 .0283 .~_]_§ ·~~; .t~.!!_8~-
--76_0_0·~---a-4-4-:_- .0860 .0294 .398 o I 016 •I 37 2 
____ 800_0• ____ ~_89_. ____ ._Q~_Q]_~_03_Q_5-! .42_~ ____ ._l_Q_'!_~_ --·-'-~'!_;> __ 
8400• 9JJ. .0950 00316 11 .~q9 •1093 of657 
_____ 8820_. ___ ·_980_. ___ ._Q9_9_]_ __ .o~-~~-·--· ~_?__f?_
1
_ . 1_1_.3_o_ __ ._,_§J_'f __ 
92000 I 1022. .roso eOJq2 .• 498 ·1162 ol9&8 
9G30. t070o .r097 .0362 .527 •1207 .2074 
-,-0000--.--,-,-,-1 I. .1 I $7 .o:rnl---YS-6- e i-2-q-9-. :2-2q I 




H x' H and H y xy 
FOR BUTLERIB AND SINE-WAVE PANELS 
Thickness H H H Panel x y xy h in in.-lb. in.-lb. in.-lb. 
191 14.9 4 31.3 . 13. 5x10 
Butlerib 
4 • 0217 21.8 15.3x10 45.9 
• 0363 106.2 3.12x10 4 198.2 
Sine-Wave 
3. 53xl04 • 0411 160. 6 287.7 
.0243 33.4 2.34xl0 4 59. 0 
Sine-Wave 4 • 0277 49.5 2.67x10 87.4 
Panel 
TABLE 27 
COEFFICIENTS DEFINING THE LOAD VERSUS 
LATERAL DEFLECTION RELATION FOR THE 
BUTLERIB AND SINE-WAVE PANELS 
Panel(ft)'Thickness L = -c1Py+c 2 Identification Dimensions h 
cl I c2 a b inches 
Butlerib 15 13. 58 . • 0191 12.4 229 • 0217 13.3 295 
Butlerib 9 13 .·58 .• 0191 7.47 137 . 0217 7.96 177 
Butlerib 9 9.58 . 0191 11.9 437 .0217 9.99 447 
Butlerib 15 9.58 .0191 .19.8 728 • 0217 18.4 819 
Sine-Wave 8 9.58 .0363 3.54 74.1 
(20 gage) • 0411 3.83 96.9 
Sine-Wave 8 9.58 .• 0243 5.01 61. 9 
(24 gage) • 0277 5.43 . 81. 7 
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J K 
.901 . 0220 
1.131 . 0323 
.541 .0132 





. 096 .00061 
.140 . 00091 
.149 . 00187J . 217 • 00277 
hr-" in 













Hx' H , H AND BUCKLING LOADS y xy 
FOR M36 PANELS 
Panel Size 
a==3 ft, b=8 ft I a=6 ft, b==l2 ft 
.0191 • 0217 I .0191 • 0217 
\14.2 20.8 14.2 20.8 
189x10 4 214x10 4 189xl0 4 214x10 4 
-
32.8 48.2 . 32. 8 48.2 
376 458 167 203 
144 101 
183 
I a==9 ft, b=12 ft 
.0191 . 0217 
14.2 20. 8 
189x10 4 214x104 






Because buckling of a corrugated plate in shear was 
eventually predicted only from a consideration of lateral 
deflections, i.e. bending, the actual magnitudes of the 
membrane stress-strain constants E , 11_ , y and G de·-x x y xy 
veloped for the orthotropic model were not needed. It 
has been pointed out that in all cases, the most .. effec-
tive way of ~etermining the magnitude of these constants 
185 
is by conducting appropriate tests on actual q x q sec-
tions taken from the panel in question. Howeve~, approxi-
mate theoretical expressions have been developed ior each 
of these constants and are presented in this appendix in 
order that at least order of magnitude estimates may be 
made for these constants if necessary. 
a) Derivation of E x 
First, an· expression for the constant E is developed. x 
Most corrugated cross-sections can be broken up into a 
number of components which are either straight or circular 
segments. Therefore, these are the on~y two types of seg-
ments considered, and any other type which might occur 
will have to be replaced by an approximate segment made 
of straight and circular segments or must have a new ex-
pression derived for it. 
To begin, E is defined as x 
(Al) 
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The term 6. is the total deflection of a q x q element 1: . 
in the x direction due to the load N . Therefore, to x 
compute Ex, the only term not already available is ht. 
It is necessary to compute the portion of b. t which arises 
from each component of the corrugation. Castigliano's 
Theorem is used as given below 
'ow~ 
~1 =-= -w 
W . . h . . f th . th t f th . 1s ~ e strain energy o e 1 componen o e corru-1 
gation. 
The straight segment to be considered is shown in 
the following sketch: 
Figure Al 
~~~-Plane of the 
Applied Load 
For this segment, the energy due to shear is considered 
negligible when compared to the bending energy, and there-
fore the equation for deflection becomes 
If it is noted that 






The following circular segment is now considered: 
------ -
Castigliano's equation assumes the form 
Figure A2 
Plane of the 
External Loads 
R I"' Ci\p (A5) 
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in which P = sin B 
I 
For this the equation, 6 ci is found to be 
(A6) 
The equation for 6 .. is left in the above form, since C1 
completing the subs ti tut ion of 9 and D< for f3 only in-
creases the number of terms in the expression and adds 
nothing to the clarity of the equation. 
Now it is possible to solve for 6 .. 
t 
(A7) 
The subscripts i and j indicate summations over all of the 
straight and circular segments respectively in the repeat-
ing cross-section. 
b) Derivation of 1./ and 1/ x y 
The effective Poisson's ratios are computed in the 
x and y directions .. To compute -Vy' Ny is considered to 
be applied to the q x q element and 1/ is defined as y 
~ 'i. \/6 'Y \ , with 6 and 6. the tot a 1 def 1 e c ti on s in . xl Y1 
the x and y directions respectively. To estimate -V ·, the y 
·189 
fol lowing element with q = J. 1 + ~ 2 co's e is considered: 
Figure A3 
from which the following equations are obtained: 
(AS) 
(A9) 
and it follows that 
(AlO) 
To derive 1/x' Nx is applied to a section from a 
corrugated plate 
...-<--- -1>-
~l--- o~ ---~ Figure A4 
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Now -Vx is defined as 6.'<yb.'t.i_ with 6y2 and L.\x2 the total 
deflections of the above section in the y and x directions 
respectively. The deflection b.y for any point in the 
corrugation depends upon the slope of the corrugation at 
that· point, since the axial stress in any component varies 
with the slope. Therefore, as an estimate 6y2 is set 
equal to the 6y in the horizontal components of the cor-
rugation. Ttis leads to 
and by definition 
Thus it follows that 




To derive an expression for G , it is first noted xy 






and by definition 
(Al4) 
For this element 1 ,it ~eems obvious _that the contribu-
tions to \I from N and N must be equal due to eoual Oxy xy yx - · -
properties in all directions and the assumption that N =N 
~ ~· .- xy yx 
Ther.efore 
Then for the orthotropic q x q element, 
still equal 't1 + 62 ,' but '<( 1 will no longer 





l~c:;• __ JJ7-=J-f ~' 
h"\J... ~\ 
(Al5) 
'{ will xy 
equal 'I 2. 
examined: 
Figure A6 
Solving for 'i 1 , it is fir~,t noted that the stress 
on the x face is Nxy/h. Observing that O, _:_ l:>Xh with t 1 
equal td the sum of the ~'s for each segment across the 





It seems that the best estimate for 'b 2 is found by N 
· th · xh.y (.9."'\ act· s over the ent 1· re assuming e average stress ~
y face. Based upon this assumption 
~ is obtained by recalling that Dxy 






Note that in the preceeding equation if q = s, i.e. 
a flat plate, G is equal to G. xy 
APPENDIX B 
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a) Computer program used to obtain the buckling load result-
ing from the use of the infinite series approximation for 
w. 
In deter~ining this buckling load, a computer program is 
used which obtains the solutions to the matrix equation 
A - 'i\I = 0 
in which fi represents the eigenvalues, .and I is the iden~i ty 
matrix. To ad~pt the determinant obtained from equation 
(53), e.g., Tables 1 or 2, so that it fits the form of equa-
tion (Bl) the diagonal terms are set equal to zero and all 
terms in each row are divided by the corresponding values 
of k mn It is then seen that A~ =- '/?c.R_;: • The resulting 
real roots ( ~f) are inverted to obtain P , and the er. 
mum value of P er. 
1 
1 
is the buckling load of the panel. 
mini-
This program is designed to handle any basic determi-
nant up to a maximum size of 40 x 40. The size chosen must 
be recorded in the read statement after item 2 as seen in 
the listing of the program included herein; e.g., the pro-
gram listed here is set up to operate on an 18 x 18 basic 
determinant. The numerator of each term in the basic de-
terminant is read into the matrix A2 and the denominator 
into the matrix Al. A2 and Al aie combined as one matrix 
by the program. For each run of this program the number 
of separate sets of calculations is defined by the term 
KOUNT. 
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The program is also designed in such a manner that it 
starts with the first coefficient listed in the basic deter-
minant and uses as many consecutive coefficients as desired, 
up to the maiimum number given in the basic determinant. 
The number of terms to be used is identified in the program 
by N. The N appropriate diagonal terms, i.e. k , correspond-mn 
ing to the panel being investigated must also be read into 
the computer for each separate set of calculations. 
Al 




RE ADC 5 , 1 ) C ( A2 ( I , J ) , A 1 ( I , J l , J = 1 , 18 l , I= 1 ' 18 ) 
1 FORMATC12F6o0) 
CALL CLOCKCO) 
DO 60 L=l,KOUNT 
READ(5,2JN 
70 READC5,l)(A2(1,l)~Al(I,l>,I=lsN) 
DO 40 I=l,N 
DO 40 J=l .•N 
A(I,J)=-CA2CI,JJ*Al(I,l))/CA1ClsJ)*A2(1,ll) 
40 lF(ABS(A(},j))oLT.loE-10) A(J,j)=O. 
DO 141 K K = 1 , N 
141 ACKK,KK>=O. 
142 CALL HESSEN(A,Nl 
DO 'd I =1,N 
DO 41 J=l ,N 
41 I F C ABS C A ( I , .. J ) l • L T • 1 o E - 1 0 ) A ( I ' J J = 0 o 
CALL QREIG(A,N,RR,RI,l) 
WRITE(6,3) N 
3 FORMAT<lH0,31H INVERTED EIGENVALUES WITH N = tl4) 
DO 50 I=l,N 









SUBROUTINE TO PUT MATRIX IN UPPER HESSENBERG FORM. 
SUB ROUT I NE HESSEN Cl\' M.) 
DIMENSION AC40,4Q),B(99) 
DOUBLE PRECISION SUM 
IF CM - 2) 30,30,32 
32 DO 40 LC = 3,M 
N = M - LC + 3 
Nl = N - 1 
N2 = N - 2 
196 
NI = Nl 
DIV = ABS(A(N,N-ll) 
DO 2 J = l•N2 
IF (ABS (A ( N ,J > > - DIV) 2' 2 '1 




3 IF<NI - Nl> 4, 7,4 
4 DO 5 J = ltN 
DIV= A(J,NI> 
A(J,Nll = A(J,Nl) 
5 A(J,Nll =DIV 
DO 6 J = 1,M 
DIV= A(NI,Jl 
A<NI,Jl = ACNl,J) 
6 Af Nl,J) = DIV 
7 DO 26 K = 1, Nl 
26 B(K) = A(N,K)/ACN,N-ll 
DO 45 J = l•M 
SUM = O.O 
IF (J - Nll 46,43,43 
l1-6 IF(f)(J)) Li1,43,41 
41 A(N,J) = O.O 
DO 42 K = ltNl 
A2 
A(K,J) = A(K,J) A(K,Nl)*B(J) 
42 SUM = SUM + ACK•Jl*B(K) 
GO TO 45 
43 DO 44 K = l•Nl 
44 SUM = SUM + ACK,Jl*B<K> 




. QRT DECK, REF 
SUBROUTINE QRTCA,N,R,SJG,D> 
DIMENSION AC40,40) ,PSI{2),G{3) 
Nl = N - 1 
IA = N - 2 
IP = I A 
IFCN-3J 101,10,50 
60 DO 12 J = 3,Nl 
Jl = N - J 
IF(ARSCA(Jl+l,Jlll-Dl 10,10,11 
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1-S!G)+A8SCACJ1+3,J1+2l ))/DEN)-D} io,10,12 
IP=Jl 
DO 14 J=l,IP 
Jl=IP-J+l 
IF(ABS(A(Jl+l,Jl) )-D) 13'13,14 
IQ=Jl 
DO 100 I=IP,Nl 
IF CI-IP) 16,15,16 
GCl>=ACIP,IPl*CACIP,IP>-SIG}+ACIP,IP+l>*ACIP+l,IP>+R 
G ( 2 ) =AC IP+ 1 , IP}* CA C IP, IP) +AC IP+ 1 , IP+ 1 } -SIG) 
GC3>=ACIP+l,IP>*ACIP+2,IP+l) 
A( IP+2, IPl=OoO 
GO TO 19 
G<ll=A<Id-1) 
G( 2 >=A( I+l, I-1) 
IF(I-IA) 17,17,18 
G ( 3) =A ( I +2 d -1) 
GO TO 19 
GC3>=0o0 









IF CI-IQ) 26,27,26 
IF CI-IP> 29,28,29 
A ( I , I -1 ) =-A ( I , I -1 ) 
GO TO 27 
ACI,I-1>=-XK 
DO 30 J=I,N 
IFCI-IA) 31•31•32 
C=PS!(2J*Af 1+2,Jl 




AC I+l,J)=AC I+l,Jl-PSi Cl )*·E 





GO TO 37 
36 l=N 
37 DO 40 J=IQ,L 
IFCl-lA) 33,33,39 
38 C=PSIC2l*A(J,I+2) 











A( 1+3, I) =--E 
ACI+3,I+ll=-PSl(ll*E 






PROGRAM TO CALL QR TRANSFORMATION, MAXIMUM ITER IS 50~ 
SUBROUTINE QREIG(A,M,ROOTR,ROOTI,IPRNT> 
DIMENSION A(40,40),ROOTR(40),ROOTl(40) 
N = M 
IFCIPRNT) ao,a1,ao 
80 WRITE (6,104} 




AA = O.O 
B = o.o 
c = o.o 
DD = o.o 
R=O.O 
SIG=O.O 











ROOTRCl) = A(l,l) 
ROOT I ( 1 ) = 0. 0 
RETURN 
JJ=-1 
X = CACN-1,N-ll - A(N,NJ }**2 
S = 4.0*A(N,N-ll*AfN-1,Nl 
ITER = ITER + 1 
A5 
IF(X oEOo OeO .ORo ABS(S/X) oGTo loOE-8) GO TO 15 
16 IFCABS{A(N-l,N-1))-ABS<ACN,N>>> 32,3z,31 
31 E = ACN-1,N-ll 
G = /\(N,N) 
GO TO 33 
32 G = ACN-1,N-l) 
E = A(N,Nl 
33 F = O. 
H = Oo 
GO TO 24 
15 s = x + s 







IF CX> 21,21,22 
E=CX-SQ)/2.0 
G=CX+SQ)/2.0 
GO TO 24 
G=(X-SQ)/2.0 
E=CX+SQ)/2o0 
GO TO 21~ 

















D = },OE-lO*CABS(G) + F> 
IFCARSCACN-l,N-2)) .GT. D) GO TO 26 
IFCIPRNT> 84,85,84 
WRITE (6,105)E,F, ITER 
WRITE (6,105}G,H 
ROOTR{N) = E 
ROOT 1 ( N) = F 
ROOTR(N-1> = G 
ROOT l ( N-1) = H 
N=N-2 
IF<JJl 1,177~177 
I F { ABS ( A U~ ' N - 1 ) } • GT • 1 e 0 E -1 0 * A 8 S ( A { N , N ) ) ) G 0 T 0 5 0 
IFCIPRNT) 86,87,86 
WRITE C6,105)A(N,N), ZERO, ITER 
ROOTR(N) = ACN,N) 
ROOT I ( N) = 0. 0 
N=N-1 




IF ( ITER-15) 53'164,64 
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164 IFCVQ) 165,165,166 
165 R ::. A(N-:-1,N-2}-}<--~-2 
SIG = 2.0*A<N-1,N-2) 
·Go TO 60 
166 R = A(N,N-1)**2 
SIG= 2e0*A(N,N-11 
GO TO 60 
64 IF(VQ) 67,67,66 
66 IFCIPRNT) 88,85,88 
88 WRITE (6,107)A(N-1,N-2)_ 
GO TO 84 
67 lF{IPRNTl 89,87s89 
89 WRITE (6,107}A(N,N-1) 
GO TO 86 
A6 
700 IFCITER .GTo 50) GO TO 63· 
IFCITER .GT. 5 ) GO TO 53 
701 Zl= CCE-AAl**2+(F-Bl**2l/CE*E+F*Fl 
Z2= CCG-C)**2+CH-DDl**2l/CG*G+H*H) 
IFCZl-Oo25) 51,51,52 
51 IFCZ2-0.25) 53,53,54 
53 R=E*G-F*H 
SIG=E+G 
GO TO 60 
54 R=E*E 
SIG=E+E 
GO TO 60 
52 IFCZ2-0.25) 55,55,601 
55 R=G*G 
SIG=G+G 
GO TO 60 
601·R = O.O 








GO TO 12 
104 FORMAT(////lX., 9HREAL Pti.RT 6X l4HIMAGINARY PART, 26X 
1 13HTAKEN AS ZERO 6X 4HITER //) 
105 FORMAT(1X,El5.8,3X,El5.8, 42X 13) 
107 FORMAT(56X E13~8l 
END 
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b) Computer program used to calculate the coefficients de-
fining the load versus lateral deflection relation. 
The computer program listed on the foilowing· pages 
calculates the coefficients L, J and K given in equation 
(69). These coefficients define the load·versus later~l 
deflection relation of a panel and are identified in the 
program as follows: 
J == -XJ 
K == XK 
L == XL(P ) + XLL y 
The data which must be pnt into the computer is 
identified in the following manner: 
cX == ANG 
n == XN 
H == HX x 
H == H y 
H == HZ xy 
a == A 

















ANGI~= ANG**4 o 
ANG6=ANG~·*6o 




82 =B** 2. 





























3 FORMAT(lX, 7H XL2 :: ,F15.5) 
vJR IT E ( 6., 4 l XL3 
4 FORMAT(lX, 7H XL3 :: ,Fl5eo5} 
WR IT E ( 6, 5) XL4 
5 FOR~~·A T ( 1 X' 7H XL4 = ,F15.5) 
WRITE ( 6, 6) XLL 
6 FORMAT(lX, .?H XLL = ,Fl5.5l 
WRlTE(6,7) XJl 
7 FORMATClX, ?H XJl .= ,Fl5o5l 
WRITE ( 6, 8 J XJ2 
8 FORMAT(lX, ?H XJ2 = ,F15.5l 
WR IT EC 6, 9) XJ 
9 FORMATClX, 6H XJ = tF15.5) 
WRITE(6,10l XKl 
10 FORMAT(lX• 7H XKl = tF15<>5) 
WRITE(6,11) ~K2 
11 FORMAT { 1 X, 7H }<K2 = •Fl5o5) 
~~RITE< 6, 12 l XK 





c) Computer program used to calculate shear deflections. 
The shear deflections are computed by the use of this 
program in the following manner; 
in which n1 , o2 , o3 and o4 are gage r~adings, ~~ is the 
bending deflection of the basic frame, and .. f 1 and ) 2 are 
pin-to-pin dimensions as noted in the following figure: 
i--------------iU 
The dimensions J 1 and l 2 corresponding to each 
panel are listed below: 
Panel i, (ft\ j Ir-\.} ·1. l"\' L 
Butlerib (9 x 13.58) 14.1875 8.8125 
Butlerib (15 x 13.58) 14.1875 14.8125 
Butlerib (9 x 9.58) 10.1875 8,,8125 
Butlerib (15 x 9.58) 10.1875 14.8125 
Sine-wave 10.4479 8.8125 
M36- (3 ;x: 8) 8.4479 3.7500 
M36 (6 x 12) 12.4479 6.7500 
M36 (9 x 12) 12.4479 9.7500 
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The symbols representing the necessary input for the 
program are defined as follows: 
DES = test number 
PAN, EL, DESC, RIP= Panel description 
A= ~l (ft.) 
C = actual dimension of the panel in the 
x direction (ft.) 
PULT = Ultimate load (lb/10) 
NO = number of load readings including 
the zero reading 
B = J. 2 (ft.) 
P = Applied load (lb/10) 





-1--R-EAD rz·-,-2-)-DES-' PA~"!-, tl:-·;·u-ES_C,-R-fD-;A;-c-,vu1.-T-;-f'fQ-; B ·-------------
2 FORMAT CA4,6X,4A5t3Fl0e4t!2,8XF10o4) 
. REti.D ( 2 '3) p ( 1 ,- 'Dl ( 1) ,()2 r1) .-D3 (f) \'D4 ( n-----·---·-· 
3 FORMAT (5Fl0o4) 
~~RITE (3,4>DES,PA~hEL,.-DESC9RlP -·- --·----------
4 FORMAT C45Xl9HDIAPHRAGM TEST DATA//28Xl7HTEST DESIGNATION A4t4X8HP 
l.'\NEL - -4A5 I) .. - ·- --· - - -··- ----- --------------· .. --------------------
PULT= C PULT~P Cl))* 10 e 
DEL TB=PUL T*8. *A*A*l;/29 500000 &/ B/fJ/ 5-G-5·22+·;crno-0_5 _____ _ 
WRITEt3t5)A~S,PULTtDELTB 
5 FOf~MAT ( 3i~ lOHLENGTH A =Fa~ 4,f6H-·Fr-·--------"\·Jl DTH e·-=Fa-o-4'f7H~T--ucr-
1LOAD =F7.0o28H LBS ULT BEND DEFLECT!ON =F7ol~t3H lN///22X4HLOAD5X 
-- -251-!SHEAR12 x 2 2HGAUG E . DEFLECT"I 0f'.fs-·-·---INfOX5HSHEAR77axroHDrFrE-CTTON772_1_ 
3X 5H (LBS) 3 X8H (LBS /FT) 6X2HD1 ax21;D28X2HD38X2HD46X4H ( ! N) I) 
DO 10 I = 2 'NO --- --- -·-----·-- ----·--- ----------
RE AD ( 2 , 3 > P < I ) , D 1< I > , D 2 < I h D 3 ( I ) , D4 ( I ) 
PC=tP<l>-P<l»*lO.- --
SC=PC/C+(j5 
DlC=Dl C 1) ··Dl (Ir·----------·-· --- - -- - ----
[) 2 C ::: D 2- ( I ) - D 2 C 1 ) 
D J C = D 3 < I ) - D 3 ( 1 ) - - --. -·- -. --- --- -- --




-·--9 - DEL TT= D 3 C- ( D l C + C 02 C +D-4Cf * A-;s,-···------------·------------· 
DELT3=PC*88*A*A*A/29500000~/B/B/5.522 
DEL T.S=DEL iT-DEL TR+o00005- ·--. - ---- -· ·- -· ------ -------------·---·-------------
10 W~!TE(3,ll>PC,SCtD1CtD2C~D3C,D4CtDELTS 
·11 ·· FORM.O. T ( 19XF7IJ0'F10. 0' 2Fl0 1\4·, F10· ... 3 ~ 2Flo·e·4 ,---- ··-·-· 
~·JI-! 1 T S ( 3 , l 2 > 
-12 - FOf~t~A T C 2 Hl > 
GO TO l 
END t'J 0 
-J 
